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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the need of Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency generating schemes 

has drawn increasing attention. Such schemes have some distinct advantages over the 

Constant-Speed Constant-Frequency schemes, particularly for the wind or hydro power 

generations. The asynchronized synchronous machines have been recognized as one of 

the most versatile and economical Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency schemes. 

This thesis presents a generalized mathematical model for the asynchronized 

synchronous machines, which can be used to analyse the transient as well as the 

steady-state conditions of both the salient-pole and nonsalient-pole types. A phasor 

representation of this model is also developed for the analysis of the steady-state 

operation of the asynchronized synchronous machines. This approach makes the analysis 

more understandable and the calculations more simple, particularly for the 

nonsalient-pole machines. Using this phasor representation, the steady-state operation 
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characteristics of nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines, their static 

stability limits and reactive power control are investigated. 

To verify the theoretical analysis conducted in this thesis, experimental 

investigations were carried out on a microalternator. The comparison between the 

experimental results and the calculated results using the developed models shows a good 

agreement between them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The search for alternative ways of generating electricity has always been of interest 

to the electricity-supply industry. Since the so-called energy crisis of 1973, this search 

has been increasingly emphasized because of the predicted decline in the availability of 

fossil fuels, increasing cost of fossil fuels and environmental concerns [1]. Attention has 

been paid to sources that are.continuous, nonpollutant and capable of early exploitation at 

favourable cost. The geothermal, solar, tidal, wave and wind energies are examples of 

such sources [1]. However, it is believed that the generation of electricity from the wind 

is one of the most promising among them [2, 3, 4]. The British Wind Energy 

Association has claimed that wind power generation is now the cheapest method of 

generating electricity [4]. It is cheaper than nuclear power generation and produces no 

radioactivity. It is cheaper than coal power generation and produces no acid rain. 

1.1. Wind Power Generation 

The main characteristics of the wind power generation are that, on one hand, the 

wind as input has random speed and, on the other hand, the generated power as output is 

needed at a constant frequency in most of the cases. To achieve this, two possible 

schemes could be applied [2]. In the first scheme, the speed of the turbine driving the 

synchronous generator is kept constant by means of mechanical methods, e.g. by 

controlling the blade pitch angle [2]. This Constant-Speed Constant-Frequency (CSCF) 

scheme suffers from the wearout of its mechanical parts and the possible leakage in its 

hydraulic setups. Moreover, due to the effect of wind-speed fluctuations, severe stability 

problems can occur if such a scheme supplies over 20% of the network load power [2]. 

In the second scheme, the speed of the turbine is allowed to change while the frequency 

of the generated power is kept constant by electrical means. It has been found that 

applying such Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency (VSCF) systems can reduce the 
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torque and load transients caused by wind gust, wind shear, and tower shadow 

effects [5]. Energy capture can also be increased because the shaft speed of a VSCF 

system can be controlled to maximize the efficiency of the turbine at any given wind 

speed [6]. 

1.2. Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency Generating Systems 

Because of the advantages of the VSCF schemes, increasing attention has been 

drawn to them in recent years and several VSCF systems have been proposed in the 

literature. Some of these systems are briefly reviewed in this section. 

(1) AC polyphase commutator generators 
AC polyphase commutator machines [7] have been in use as variable speed motors 

for many years. The use of these machines as generators was suggested by 

M.P. Kostenko in 1948 and has got renewed interest recently for wind power 

generation [8, 9]. The stator of a three-phase commutator machine has a normal 

three-phase winding and its rotor has a winding with a commutator which is similar to 

that of a DC machine. The brushes on the commutator are displaced from one another by 

120 electrical degrees. When the stator is excited by a three-phase AC voltage, the 

frequency of the output power from the brushes is independent of the rotor speed and is 

always equal to the stator supply frequency. This characteristic makes it one of the 

possible options of VSCF schemes for wind power generation. However, the 

commutator structure limits the machine capacity and voltage rating and also needs 

frequent maintenance. 

(2) Squirrel-cage induction generators 
Squirrel-cage induction machines have been extensively used as motors in the 

industry. In recent years, however, considerable attention has been paid to induction 

generators for low and medium capacity plants of wind or hydro generation because of 

their robustness, low unit cost and need of less maintenance [2, 10, 11]. When an 

induction machine connected to a power system is driven by a turbine at a speed higher 

than its synchronous speed, it operates as a generator. In this operation, the machine 

absorbs reactive power from the system, which is as high as 20-30% of the machine 
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capacity. Capacitors connected to the generator terminals can reduce the absorbed 

reactive power and improve the system power factor, but may cause "self excitation" 

when the generator is disconnected from the system [11]. Another limitation is that this 

generator can only be driven over a narrow range of speed variation (a few percent above 

the synchronous speed). 

3) AC/DC/AC link systems 

In these AC/DC/AC link systems [12, 13], the synchronous machine which is 

driven at variable speed is connected to the constant frequency system via a rectifier, a 

smoothing reactor and an inverter. The variable frequency AC output of this 

synchronous generator is converted into DC by the rectifier. This DC is then converted 

into constant frequency AC by the thyristor inverter. This AC/DC/AC link decouples the 

variable speed generator from the rest of the power system. This offers the advantage of 

eliminating any direct interaction between this wind-driven generator and the other 

generators in the system. The main disadvantages of this system are its relatively high 

cost, the generation of harmonics by the rectifier and inverter and the needed supply of 

reactive power to these converters. 

4) Slip power recovery systems 

Slip power recovery systems [6, 14, 15] employ wound rotor induction machines 

operating as generators. In such a system, both the stator and rotor windings are 

connected to the power network. Since the rotor power is at slip frequency, the rotor 

winding has to be connected to the network via a static frequency changer consisting of 

an uncontrolled three-phase rectifier and a controlled three-phase inverter. The range of 

the operating speeds of this system is above the synchronous speed. In this operation, the 

mechanical power is converted to electrical power and fed to the network partly through 

the stator winding and partly through the rotor winding. The power output from the rotor 

is proportional to the slip. This double output feature makes it possible to feed more than 

the rated power of the generator to the network without overheating the machine. This 

system absorbs reactive power from the network and thus compensation may be needed. 
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(5) Asynchronized synchronous generators 

The asynchronized synchronous machine [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] is 

structurally similar to a wound rotor induction machine and electrically similar to a 

conventional synchronous machine. This is why many different names for this machine 

are used in the literature, e.g. synchronous-flux generator [16], doubly-fed induction 

generator [21, 22, 24], adjustable speed synchronous generator [20, 23]. This machine 

can be driven at variable speed and generate power at a constant frequency if its rotor is 

excited by alternating currents at slip frequency. This makes this asynchronized 

synchronous machine a possible option for wind power generation. The basic principles, 

advantages and applications of this machine, which is the subject of this thesis, will be 

discussed in detail in the next section. 

1.3. Asynchronized Synchronous Machines 

1.3.1. Basic principles of the asynchronized synchronous machines 

An asynchronized synchronous machine has a three-phase stator, which is identical 

to that of a conventional synchronous machine. Its rotor can have either a three-phase 

winding (identical to that of wound rotor induction machines) or a two-phase winding 

one phase on the pole-axis and the other phase on the interpole-axis). Since the 

three-phase rotor winding can be replaced by an equivalent two-phase winding, the 

discussion in this thesis is restricted to a two-phase system. 

If an asynchronized synchronous generator is driven at any speed and a two-phase 

AC supply of slip frequency is applied to the two-phase rotor winding, a flux rotating at 

slip speed with respect to the rotor will be produced. When the two AC excitation 

voltages have the proper sequence, the rotating speed of the flux with respect to the stator 

will be equal to the synchronous speed. As a consequence, the stator output will be 

always at the synchronous frequency. A generator of this type can be operated below the 

synchronous speed, above the synchronous speed, or around the synchronous speed. 

Since the flux in asynchronized synchronous machines is rotating with respect to the 

rotor at slip speed, these machines have laminated rotors and are usually not provided 

with damper windings. 
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1.3.2. Asynchronized synchronous machines as Variable-Speed 

Constant-Frequency wind power generators 

The use of asynchronized synchronous machines is one of the VSCF options which 

can be used for wind power generation. The VSCF systems which use these machines 

offer greater versatility and have few disadvantages compared to the other VSCF 

systems [5]. In addition to the advantages it shares with the other VSCF systems 

(section 1.1), this system offers a simple technique to control its reactive power by 

excitation adjustment. Its wide operational speed range is also an advantage. 

1.3.3. Other applications of asynchronized synchronous machines 

Besides the possibility of using the asynchronized synchronous machines as wind 

power generators, these machines can be used for several other applications. Some of 

these applications are summarized as follows. 

(1) Variable speed generating and pumping systems for hydro 
power plants 

Conventional synchronous machines have been dominantly used in generating and 

pumping systems for hydro power plants. However, the operation of hydraulic turbines 

and pumps at a constant speed results in the reduction of their efficiencies and causes 

problems such as draft tube surging and cavitation. To relieve these problems and to 

operate the turbines and pumps at their optimum efficiencies, variable speed generating 

and pumping systems using the asynchronized synchronous machine have been proposed 

and developed in some countries. In the USSR, two 50 MVA asynchronized 

synchronous hydrogenerators were commissioned and tested during the 70's [25]. In 

Japan, a prototype of variable speed generating and pumping system using a 22 MVA 

asynchronized synchronous machine has been in commercial operation since April 

1987 [23]. It has been proved that such systems make it possible to maintain the best 

turbine efficiency in spite of the load and water head variations. Cavitation and draft 

tube surging problems are also relieved. In addition, the systems demonstrate impressive 

capability of rapid synchronizing and tremendous capacity for damping system swings. 

Due to the successful results of the system operated in Japan, it has been planned to 

construct several 400 MVA generating and pumping systems in the near future [23]. 
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) Asynchronized synchronous turbogenerators 

Investigations have indicated that asynchronized synchronous generators, when 

roperly controlled, can have superior steady-state and transient stability limits compared 

*th conventional synchronous generators and thus can be used to enhance the stability 

f power systems [26]. Asynchronized synchronous turbogenerators have been recently 

eveloped in the USSR. A 200 MW prototype has been installed and in operation under 

11 load since 1985 [27]. The operation of this generator has demonstrated high 

eady-state and transient stability for both supplying and consuming reactive power 

peration. Due to the successful operation of this prototype machine, the installation of 

other 220 MW asynchronized turbogenerator in the USSR was initiated in 1988. 

oreover, it has been reported that the design of 800 MW units is under 

onsideration [27]. 

3) Variable speed motors 

Asynchronized synchronous machines can be operated as variable speed motors as 

ell as generators. Using the asynchronized synchronous machines as motors provides 

possibility of independent regulation of their speeds and their reactive power 

onsumption. For example, in the USSR, asynchronized synchronous motors are used in 

lectrical power stations as auxiliary drives for boiler feed pumps, forced- and 

duced-draft fans [28, 29]. In these cases, the power consumption of the auxiliaries can 

e reduced by as high as 8-10 percent [28] and the power factor of such auxiliary drives 

an also be improved. 

4) Power generating systems for aircraft 

Asynchronized synchronous machines can be used for aircraft power generating 

ystems [17, 18]. Such a system is competitive in size and total weight with a 

ydro-mechanical constant-speed drive and synchronous generator combination. Such a 

ystem has better frequency regulation and is more reliable than the constant-speed drive 

d generator combination. For multiengine aircraft, several asynchronized synchronous 

achines can be paralleled and operated at the same frequency, even though the shaft 

peeds may be quite different. 
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4. Purpose of the Thesis 

Although some theoretical investigations and experimental results for asynchronized 

ynchronous machines have been published in the literature, there are still some aspects 

•f these machines which have not been analyzed clearly. More thorough and deep 

tudies are still necessary for full understanding and further utilization of these machines. 

t is the author's intention in this thesis to present a generalized analysis and investigation 

f the steady-state operation of the asynchronized synchronous machines. In this context, 

mphasis is given to the operation of these machines as generators. Experiments are also 

arried out to verify the analysis. From this point of view, the main objectives of the 

hesis can be summarized as follows: 

(1) To derive general equations for asynchronized synchronous machines assuming 

at the rotor is not necessarily nonsalient-pole as it has been assumed in most of the 

reviously published literature. 

(2) To determine the steady-state operational characteristics of asynchronized 

ynchronous machines when they operate at a constant slip. 

(3) To investigate the static stability of asynchronized synchronous machines and to 

etermine their operating boundaries. 

(4) To study the reactive power control problem of asynchronized synchronous 

achines and to determine its similarity to and its difference from that of conventional 

ynchronous machines. 

(5) To carry out experimental investigations on a laboratory machine in order to 

erify the theoretical analysis of this thesis. 
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2. GENERAL EQUATIONS OF ASYNCHRONIZED 
SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 

2.1. Introduction 

As in the conventional synchronous machines, all the mutual inductances between 

the stator and rotor windings of an asynchronized synchronous machine are periodic 

functions of the rotor angular position. If there is no saliency in this machine, the 

self-inductances of the stator windings and the mutual inductances between any two of 

them are independent of the rotor angular position. However, if saliency exists, these 

inductances are also periodic functions of the rotor angular position. So, in this case, 

most of the coefficients of the differential equations which represent the asynchronized 

synchronous machines are periodic functions of the rotor angular position. Such 

equations, even for the steady-state operation, are difficult to solve. As in the case of the 

conventional synchronous machines, the two-reaction theory [30, 31] can be introduced 

to overcome this difficulty. This is done by replacing the three stator windings by two 

equivalent fictitious windings stationary with respect to the rotor, one being on the 

direct-axis (d-axis) and the other on the quadrature-axis (q-axis). In this case, the 

armature variables in the a-b-c frame are transformed to new variables in the d-q frame 

by applying a certain transformation to the machine equations. 

2.2. Basic Assumptions and Conventions for the Analysis 

For the development of the theoretical analysis of the asynchronized synchronous 

machines, an idealized machine [32], which is approximately equivalent to the practical 

one, is used in this thesis. This idealized asynchronized synchronous machine has a 

three-phase armature winding on the stator (a, b, c in Fig. 2.1) and two field windings on 

the rotor one on the d-axis and the other on the q-axis (fd and fq in Fig. 2.1). Such an 

idealized machine is defined as the one which has the following 

assumptions [30, 32, 33]: 
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d —axis 

Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram of an Idealized Asynchronized Synchronous 
Machine 
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(1) The three-phase armature is symmetrical. The rotor magnetic paths and all its 

windings are symmetric about both the pole and interpole axes. 

(2) The effect of the stator slots is neglected. So, the self-inductances and mutual 

nductances of the rotor windings become independent of the rotor position. 

(3) The mutual inductances between the rotor windings on the d-axis and those on 

the q-axis are equal to zero. 

(4) The current in each winding produces a sinusoidally distributed magnetomotive 

'orce wave. 

(5) Saturation, hysteresis and eddy currents in all the magnetic circuits are 

neglected. 

To understand the basic principles and characteristics of asynchronized synchronous 

machines without unnecessarily complicating the analysis, the damper windings are not 

considered in the analysis. 

In deriving the equations of the asynchronized synchronous machines in this thesis, 

the "generator convention" is used for the armature windings, while the "motor 

convention" is used for the field windings. Moreover, the slip is defined to be negative 

when the asynchronized synchronous machine is operating at a speed higher than the 

synchronous speed and positive when it is operating at a speed lower than the 

synchronous speed. 
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2.3. Mathematical Representation [32, 33, 34, 35] 

2.3.1. Inductances 

a) Stator winding self-inductances 

Neglecting the effect of the iron part in the asynchronized synchronous machines, 

the permeance of the magnetic circuit of any stator phase is inversely proportional to the 

air-gap length and varies between a maximum (when its axis coincides with the d-axis of 

the rotor) and a minimum (when its axis coincides with the q-axis of the rotor). This 

variation can be represented by a Fourier series expansion containing even harmonics. 

Considering only the zero and second harmonic terms of this series, the stator winding 

self-inductances can be expressed as follows: 

Laa= Laao+ Laa2 cos 29 (2.1) 

Lbb =Laa0+Laa2cos (20 +120°) (2.2) 

Lcc= Laao+ Laa2 cos (20-120°) , (2.3) 

where Laao is the average value of the self-inductance, Laa2 is the difference between the 

maximum and average values, and 0 is the angle between the d-axis and the axis of phase 

a. 

b) Stator winding mutual inductances 

Similarly, the mutual inductance between any two stator phases varies periodically 

and can be expressed by 

Lab= Lba =—[Labo+ Lab2cos (20 + 60°)] (2.4) 

Lbc=Lcb=—[Labo+Lab2 cos (29- 180°)] (2.5) 

Lca=Lac=—[Labo+Lab2 cos (20 — 60°)] , (2.6) 

where Labo is the average value of the mutual inductance between the two phases and 

Lab2 is the difference between the maximum and average values. It is worthwhile to 
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ention that Lab2 in these equations can be proved to be equal to Laa2 in 

qs. (2.1)-(2.3) [36], i.e. 

Lab2 =Laa2 • (2.7) 

t can also be proved that the average value of the self-inductance apart from the leakage 

ductance is double the average value of the mutual inductance, i.e. 

Lam—Li= 2Labo , (2.8) 

here L1 is the leakage inductance. 

) Mutual inductances between stator and rotor windings 
The mutual inductances between the stator phases and the d- and q-axis field 

• dings vary sinusoidally with the rotor angular position and have a maximum value 

hen the axes of the two windings under consideration coincide with each other. Thus, 

ey can be expressed as follows: 

Lafd=Lafdocos 8 (2.9) 

Lbfd= Ldfdocos (0 — 120°) (2.10) 

Lcfd=Lafdocos (0+ 120°) (2.11) 

Lafq = —Lam sin @ (2.12) 

Lbfq = —Lap °  sin (0 — 120°) (2.13) 

Lep = —Lam sin (0 + 120°) , (2.14) 

here LafdO is the maximum value of the mutual inductance between any stator phase and 

d-axis field winding and Lafqo is the maximum valu6 of the mutual inductance 

etween any stator phase and the q-axis field winding. 
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) Rotor winding self-inductances 

The self-inductances of the rotor windings are constant values, which are denoted 

y LLffd and Lffq for the d- and q-axis field windings, respectively. 

3.2. Flux linkage equations 

Utilizing the inductance expressions of Eqs. (2.1)-(2.14), the flux linkage equations 

f an asynchronized synchronous machine can be written as follows: 
— . 
l a 

Wb 
We 11 '1 is 
Wfd ifd 
V.fq i-fq_

here 

= 

—Laao 

— Laa2 cos 20 

+Labo

+ Laa2 cos (20+60°) 

+Labo

+ Laa2 cos (20-60°) 

—Laf do COS 0 

+Laftio sin 0 

+Lab° 

+L a2cos(20+60°) 

—Laao 

—Laa2 cos (20+120°) 

+Labo 

+ Laa2 cos (29-180°) 

—Lafaocos (0-120°) 

+Labo 

+Laa2cos (20-60°) 

+Labo 

+Laa2cos (20-180°) 

—Laao 

— Laa2 cos (20-120°) 

—Lafdo cos (0+120°) 

+Lap° sin (0-120°) + Lam sin (0+120°) 

+LafdocoSO 

+ Law cos (0-120°) 

+Lafdocos (0+120°) 

Lffd 

(2.15) 

—Lam sin 0 

—Lam sin (0-120°) 

—Lam sin (0+120°) 

LA

ost of the coefficients in Eq. (2.15) are periodic functions of the rotor angle. However, 

e flux linkage equations can be simplified by their transformation from the a-b-c frame 

o the d-q frame. This can be done by using the following transformation matrix 

C] [37]: 
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[CI= 

- -2 cos 0 -3 cos (9 - 120°) —2 cos (8+ 120°) 
3 3 

— 2 
3

sin 0 —3 2 sin (0 —120°) — 3sin (0 + 120°) 
1 1 1 

1 

• 

(2.16) 

This transformation matrix [C] relates the new variables in the d, q, 0, fd, fq frame with 

the original variables in the a, b, c, fd, fq frame. This relation can be represented by 

Ad
Aq
A0
Afd 
Afq

Aa
Ab

= [C] A 
Afd 
A fq 

where A could represent the currrent, the voltage or the flux. 

Equation (2.15) can now be transformed as follows: 

Vd Wa la 
IVq 'Vb lb 
VO = [C] lc = [C] [L] lc 
Vfd Vfd lid 
Vfq _ _Vfq 1fq 

= [C] [L] [Cr 1

id 
iq

10 
i fd 
Ifq

Since balanced conditions will be of only concern in this thesis, the zero-sequence 

components will be equal to zero and, thus, it will be eliminated in the equations of the 

d-q frame. Thus, the final result of the transformation gives the following flux linkage 

equations: 
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Vd —Ld Lafdo id 

q Lq Lafqo q 
(2.17) 

3 
Wfd --

2
Lafdo Lffd tfd 

3 
Vfq --

2
Lafqo A ifq 

where 

=Lad+Ll

3 
Lq =Lado+ Labo-2Lad2=Laq+ . 

2.3.3. Voltage equations 

According to Kirchhoff's law, the voltage equations of the stator and rotor circuits 

can be written as follows: 

vta
vtb 

- - 
la 
ib 

Vet 
Vb 

vtc 
vfd
vfq, 

= [R] is

if d 

+p VC 
Vfd 

(2.18) 

where 

—R 

—R 

[R] = —R 

Rfd 

Rfq_

Similarly to the transformation of the flux linkage equations, Eq. (2.18) can be 

transformed as follows: 
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V kr 
vtg

vto = [C] 
vfd
vfq

vta 

vtb 

vtc 

vfd 
Vfq

_ 
d 

iq
Vfd 

Ni g 

= [C] [R] [C]-1 io 

fd 
tfq 

± [O P IfTI- 1 L‘-'-1 VO 
l if

liffq

fd 

iq
V d-
V 

V d 
V q 

= [C] [R] [C]-1

ifa 
[C] [C]-1P VO 

Vfd 

[C] P [C]-1 VO 
Vfd 

If q fq Ilffq 

liminating the zero-sequence components, the final result of the transformation gives 

e following voltage equations: 

-vtd-  - R 

vtq 

V fd

Vfq

-R 

p -(1-s)(00

(1-s)(00

Rid 

Rfq 

d 

iq

Lid 

ifq

V d 

Vfq 

Vfd 

P
P 

here COO =p 00 is the synchronous speed and s- 
Pe 

P 
is the slip. 

(2.19) 
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2,3.4. Power equations 

The instantaneous power output from the asynchronized synchronous machine can 

be expressed as 

Pt=vtaia+ V tbib+ V tcic • 

In terms of the d—q quantities, this equation can be rewritten as 

3 . 
Pt= 2 (vtdid+vrq iq) • 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

Substituting Eq. (2.19) in Eq. (2.21), the power equation can be rewritten in the following 

form: 

pt=2{[—Rid+plvd—(1—s)coolyid+HRig+(1—s)o)owd+pvq]iq l 

3 . .2 .2 
= • • [(zdpivd+iqpvq)—R(sd+ig)+(1—s)030(igivd—idv q )] (2.22) 

In this equation, the first term of the right side is the change rate of the armature magnetic 

energy, the second term is the armature copper losses and the third term is the power 

transferred across the air-gap [33, 34]. 

The instantaneous power input to the field windings can be expressed as 

pf =vfdi fd+ v fg t.!. q . (2.23) 

Substituting Eq. (2.19) in Eq. (2.23), the excitation power equation can be rewritten as 

pf.(Rfdifd+pliffd)i fd + (Rfq lf q+114ffq)ifq 

= (Rfdife2d+ Rfq ifq+ ifd P Vfd ifie Vfq 

2.3.5. Torque equation 

(2.24) 

An expression for the developed electrical torque can be derived from the power 

equation, Eq. (2.22), by dividing the air-gap power term by the rotor speed [38]. 
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Te — (1—s)coo

3 
-f  (1— s) coo (ig mid— id ) 

np

= 
2 
—
3 
nP (iq v d—idwq), (2.25) 

where n is the number of pole pairs of the machine. In Appendix A, this torque equation 

has been also derived by considering an asynchronized synchronous machine as a 

multiply excited linear magnetic system [36, 38]. 

The relation between the mechanical shaft torque Ti and the developed electrical 

torque Te can be written as 

Jp(om =Ti —Te , (2.26) 

where J is the inertial constant of the machine and its prime mover. 

2.4. Per-Unit System for Asynchronized Synchronous 

Machines [39, 40, 41, 42] 

Per-unit systems, in which all pertinent quantities expressed as decimal fractions of 

appropriately chosen base values, have been extensively used in the computation of 

electrical machines, transformers and power systems [41]. The advantages which arise 

from the use of a well designed per-unit system to electrical power problems are as 

follows: 

(1) The parameters of different rating machines lie in a reasonably narrow numerical 

range when expressed in a per-unit system related to their ratings. There are two 

significant advantages arising from this feature. First, this makes the comparison 

between machines of widely varying power ratings simplified. Second, this is valuable 

for solution by analogue or digital computers, since the variables are of a convenient 

order. 
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(2) Simplifications occur in the analysis of polyphase circuits under balanced 

nditions. By appropriately choosing the line quantity base values to correspond with 

e phase quantity base values, both line and phase parameters can be represented by one 

t of equations in per-unit. 

# . 

DI 

(3) In the two-axis theory of synchronous machines, a per-unit system, which has 

se values depending on the used transformation, is useful in removing those arbitrary 

merical factors that can appear in the original equations. 

(4) The turns ratios of transformers are removed from the analysis by choosing their 

mary and secondary voltage base values corresponding to the primary and secondary 

oltage ratings, respectively. 

(5) A basic set of dimensionless per-unit parameters can help to prevent errors in 

nverting performance characteristics between different systems of units. 

To obtain the normalized general equations of the asynchronized synchronous 

achine (i.e. in per-unit form), the per-unit system described in this section has been 

hosen. 

.4.1. Stator base values 

It is a common practice to choose the rated armature current and voltage to be the 

tator current and voltage base values. For the general equations which are used for both 

teady-state and transient analyses, it is rather preferred to use the maximum values of 

t ese ratings than the root mean square values as the stator base values. Hence: 

sB = 41- n

V sB = '\ V n , 

here In and Vn are the rated armature phase current and voltage respectively. 

From Eqs. (2.27) and (2.28), it follows that, 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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P sB= 3Vn in = V sBIsB

_ V n VsB

Z sB — sB

L 
ZsB VsB 

= 
(00 I sBc°0 

VsB 
'IfsB=LsBIsB= 

(Do • 

2.4.2. Rotor base values 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

a) Power equality constraint 

To obtain a simple representation of synchronous machines, a per-unit system based 

on a power equality constraint is usually chosen. In such a per-unit system, the base 

power of any rotor circuit is chosen to be equal to the base power of the stator [42]. This 

constraint is also used in the analysis of the asynchronized synchronous machines in this 

thesis. Thus, 

PsB =Pfds = PfqB 

V / =V / =V 2 sB sB fdB fdB fqB/ fqB 

which implies that 

L I2 
=L 12 =L I2 

2 sB sB IdB fdB fqB fqB • 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

b) Inductance relations 

Before choosing the rotor base values for the asynchronized synchronous machine, 

it would be helpful to express all machine inductances in terms of the pen-neance and the 

number of turns. It is assumed that the mutual flux produced in one axis by any circuit 

links equally all the other circuits on this axis. This is usually referred to as perfect 

mutual coupling. The d- and q-axis magnetizing inductances can thus be expressed as 
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Lad' XdNs2

3 2 
L = N 

aq 2 q s ' 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

and the maximum values of the mutual inductances between any stator phase and the 

field windings can be expressed as 

L =X N N afd0 d s fd 

Lafq0=XqN sN fq , 

(2.38),

(2.39) 

where A,d and A.q are the permeances of the d- and q-axis magnetic circuits respectively, 

Ns is the effective number of turns of the stator winding and Nfd and Nfq are the effective 

numbers of turns of the rotor windings. 

c) Rotor base currents 
The choice of the rotor base currents is a problem which has been the subject of 

many discussions. Several choices have been applied in the literature. Two of the most 

convenient choices have resulted in the following per-unit systems [41]: 

Xad base system, and 

equal-mutuals base system. 

I. is worthwhile to mention that both systems are identical for the case of perfect mutual 

coupling, which is assumed in the analysis of this thesis. 

According to the Xad base system, the rotor base current is the current which 

produces the same fundamental air gap flux as produced by a per-unit ,stator current IsB. 

Therefore, the rotor base currents are given by 

3 N 

Ifs 2 N fd 

r 3 Ns r
fqB — 2 N sB 

fq 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

where Ns/Nfd is defined as the ideal turns ratio between the armature and d-axis field 
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windings and Ns/Nfq is defined as the ideal turn ratio between the armature and q-axis 

field windings. 

Substituting Eqs. (2.36) - (2.39) in Eqs. (2.40) and (2.41), the rotor base currents can 

be expressed in terms of the inductances as follows: 

Lad 
I — I 
fdB sB 

aid° 

LaqI — fqB
afq0 sB 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

d) Rotor base voltages 

Knowing the rotor base currents, the rotor base voltages can be easily obtained from 

the power equality constraint. These rotor base voltages can be expressed in terms of the 

ideal turns ratios and the inductances as follows: 

v  _ Nfdif _ 3 LafdO v  (2.44) 
fdB Ns vsB— 

d s B

Nf  3 a

VfqB="7-1q VsB= LT m) VsB (2.45) 
(14 

e) Rotor base inductances 

From Eqs. (2.35) and (2.40)-(2.43), the following expressions of the rotor base 

inductances can be obtained: 

2 Nfd 3 
LfdB= 2 L sB Lafd02 L sB (2.46) 

ad 

2 n la a f,,f) 

LfqB =- -5(N 
ff YLs13- 3 2 L sB (2.47) 

aq 
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2.4.3. Per-unit time, speed and torque 

For the further simplification of the machine equations, the electrical angular 

velocity co is also normalized by selecting the synchronous electrical angular velocity Coo

as a base value, i.e. 

coB =too • 

Correspondingly, the mechanical angular velocity base can be expressed as 

(130 
(DinB = n ' 

p 

where n is the number of pole pairs of the asynchronized synchronous machine. 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

Since co t is a dimensionless quantity, the selection of coo as the base of co is 

equivalent to the selection of 1/w0 as the base of time. Having normalized the time 

(t (p.u.)= two), the differential operator p =dldt in the per-unit system will be 

p (p .u.)= -P— (2.50) 

may be noted that, as the reactance is the product of the inductance and the electrical 

angular velocity, the per-unit inductance and the per-unit rated frequency reactance will 

be equal when the angular velocity is normalized by using wo as the base. 

From the base power and the base mechanical speed given by Eqs. (2.29) and (2.49) 

respectively, the base torque is derived as follows: 

3 , 
psB vsB

TB -- —  „ isB 3 vsB— I c,p n= 
—3 qi I n comB coo 2 00( .... p 2 sB sB p 

np

(2.51) 
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2.5. The Normalized Equations 

Having established the per-unit system in the previous section, the general equations 

of the asynchronized synchronous machine can be normalized as described in this 

section. Unless stated otherwise, all the parameters in the equations hereafter will be in 

per-unit values. Since the inductances in per-unit are equal to the per-unit rated 

frequency reactances, the symbol of the per-unit rated frequency reactance, X, will be 

used hereafter in all the equations instead of the inductance symbol, L, of the previous 

equations. 

2.5.1. Flux linkage equations 

Normalizing Eq. (2.17), the skew symmetric matrix of the flux linkage expression 

can be obtained as follows: 

Vd 

q 

liffd 

Vfq, 

where 

X d

Xad

Xd=Xad+Xi

Xq =X aq +Xi

X =X + ffd ad X fdl 

Xffq=Xaq +Xfo. 

2.5.2. Voltage equations 

Xad jd 

X q Xaq iq

Xffd ifd 

(2.52) 

—Xaq Xffq j fq

Normalizing Eq. (2.19), the voltage equations in matrix form can be written as 
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vtd 

v tq 

Vfd 

_Vf q

—R 

—R 

p —(1—s) 

(1 — s) 

2.5.3. Power equations 

Rid 

Rfq - 

id - 

iq

ifd 

V d 

Wq 

Vfd 

_Vfq_ 

(2.53) 

Normalizing Eqs. (2.22) and (2.24), the instantaneous power output of the machine 

and the instantaneous power input to its excitation windings can be written as 

Pt=(idP1Vd+iqPVq)— R (i2d+ 12q) + (1 — s) (i d— I ) q T -d Tq 

pf -=(Rfdifl d+Rfqtt)+(ifdpVfd+ippliffq ) . 

2.5.4. Torque equation 

as 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

Normalizing Eq. (2.25), the developed electrical torque in per-unit can be expressed 

Te=iqv d—idv q . (2.56) 

Normalizing Eq. (2.26), which relates the developed electrical torque of the 

asynchronized synchronous machine with the shaft and inertial torques, gives 

op co= Tr(igivd—idivq) . (2.57) 

where Op co is the normalized inertial torque. This normalized inertial torque can be 

derived from the inertial torque Jpo)nz of Eq. (2.26) as follows: 
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1 2 
J pcom J pcom JP(Onz 

mB v = 2 con  
p Win 

TB P sB p  p  0) sB sB 0 mB 

!Jo)
2 
mB

The term 
2  

is usually called the inertia constant in the literature and the symbol H is 
sB 

used for it. Thus, the inertial torque in per-unit can be expressed as 

2 cooHpo) or Op w, 

where 8 may be considered as the normalized value of the inertia constant. 

2.5.5. State space representation 

Substituting Eq. (2.52) in Eq. (2.53), the armature and excitation voltages can be 

expressed as functions of the currents and their derivatives as follows: 

[v] = [X] + [D] [11 , 

where 

[v] = 

vtd 

v 
tq 

Vfd

V fq

id 

i
q

d 
[p i] = 

Pfd 

P iq

Pfd 

p fq

(2.58) 
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[X] = 

[D] = 

—X d X ad 

—Xq X aq 

—X ad Xffd 

—X aq

—R (1 — s)X q

— (1 — s)Xd —R 

Rid 

X A 

— (1 —s)Xaq

tk 

(1 —s)Xad

Rfq 

and 

Rearranging the terms of Eq. (2.58),, the following familiar state space representation 

results: 

[pi] = [A] [i] + [B] [v] , (2.59) 

where 

[A] [X]-1 [D] 

[B]=[10-1 • 

2.6. An Asynchronized Synchronous Machine Connected to an Infinite 

Bus Through a Simple Transmission Line 

In the previous section, the normalized equations of an asynchronized synchronous 

machine are derived. The same approach can be extended to study the operation of an 

asynchronized synchronous machine connected to a large power system. Such a system 

can be represented accurately enough by an asynchronized synchronous machine 

connected to an infinite bus through a simple transmission line as shown in Fig. 2.2. This 

transmission line is represented by an external resistance Re and an external reactance Xe. 

From the normalized equations derived previously, the normalized equations for this 

system are derived in this section. 
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Asynchronized 
Synchronous 

Machine 

Re

 AINV 

V 

Figure 2.2: Schematic Diagram of a Simple Power System 

2.6.1. Voltage equations 

Infinit Bus 
System 

The relations between the machine terminal voltage and the infinite bus voltage can 

be expressed as: 

va
_ 

vta
_ 

ia-

vb 

vc 

vtb 

Ytc_ 

—Re tb 

is

—Xe

Pia-

Pib 

By multiplying Eq. (2.60) with the a-b-c to d-q transformation matrix [C']: 

2 
—
3 

cos e 

[C1 = —3sin 0 

cos 0— 120°) 
3 

—3sin (0 — 120°) 

3 

cos (0 +120°) 
3 

sin--3  (8 + 120°) 
1 
3 

Eq. (2.60) can be represented in the d-q frame as follows: 

vd vtd Re —(1—s)Xe id pid

= — —xe

vg vrq (1—s)Xe Re ig pig . 

From Eqs. (2.58) and (2.62), the system voltage equations can be written as: 

[v] = [Xl[pi]+[V][1] , 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 
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where 

[v] = 

[X'] = 

[D'] = 

- Vd - 

V 
q 

V fd 

V  -fq 

= 
q 

ifd 

ifq

[p = 

P id - 

P iq 

P ifd 

P 

- —Xd—Xe Xad

—X ad 

—Xq —Xe

—Xaq

— (R + R e) (1— s) (X q + X e) 

— (1— s)(Xd+Xe) —(R +Re) 

Xffd 

Rfd 

Xaq 

Xffq

— (1— s) X 04-

(1 s)X 

Rfq 

and 

.6.2. State space representation 

Rearranging the terms of Eq. (2.63), the following state space representation results: 

[pi] = [A'] [1] + [B'] [v] , (2.64) 

where 

[Al =—[X7-1 [D'] 

[B'] = [X']-1. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATION OF 
ASYNCHRONIZED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 

AT A CONSTANT SLIP 

3.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 2, the general equations for an asynchronized synchronous machine 

connected to an infinite bus through a simple transmission line are derived. Since the 

investigations of this thesis are limited to the steady-state operation of the asynchronized 

synchronous machines, their steady-state equations will be deduced in this chapter. Due 

to the electrical or magnetic unsymmetry of the machine, the resulting torque may 

include pulsating components. Such pulsating torques will result in slip pulsations [43]. 

In this case, the analysis would still involve a set of nonlinear differential equations. 

These nonlinear differential equations can be solved by computers. However, the 

analysis of the steady-state operation becomes simplified if the slip pulsations are 

r eglected [44]. In such a case, the equations of the machine reduce to a set of linear 

equations and an analytical solution can be readily obtained. In this context, it has been 

proved that an analysis based on the assumption of a constant slip operation has a great 

degree of validity when the operating conditions are such that the slip pulsations are 

mall [43, 44]. It has also been found that the slip pulsations mainly affect the pulsating 

components of the various quantities, while their influence on the average values of the 

machine voltages, currents and powers is small [43]. In the analysis of this chapter, it 

will thus be assumed that the machine is operating at a constant slip. 
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3.2. Equations of the Asynchronized Synchronous Machines at a 

Constant Slip 

For the analysis of a constant slip operation, the a-b-c to d-q transformation matrix 

[C'] could be obtained by substituting (1—s)t+80 for 8 in Eq. (2.61). In this case, this 

transformation matrix [C'] becomes 

[C'] = 

cos [(1 —s) t+ (V 
2 

cos [(1—s)t+ 80— 1201 cos [(1 —s) t+00+ 1201 
2 . 2 . 

--3sin[(1—s)t+90] —rin[(1—s)t+90-1201 —rin[(1—s)t+80+1201 
i r. i 
5 5 ! 

where 80 is the angular position of the rotor, i.e. the angle between the d-axis and the axis 

of phase a, at t=0. Applying this transformation matrix to the infinite bus voltages, 

which can be expressed as 

va= Vcost 

vb= Vcos (t-120°) 

vc=Vcos (t+120°) , 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

the following expressions for the infinite bus voltages in the d-q frame can be obtained: 

vd= Vcos (st— 80) (3.4) 

vq=Vsin(st-8a) . (3.5) 

Equations (3.4) and (3.5) show that, for a constant slip operation, the infinite bus voltages 

presented in the d-q frame are alternating quantities with the slip frequency. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, an asynchronized synchronous machine has to be 

excited by alternating currents with the slip frequency in order that it produces electrical 

power at a constant frequency. Thus, the excitation voltages can be expressed as 

Vfd=Vf COS (St-00 +7) (3.6) 
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vfq = Vfsin (st- 00+7) , (3.7) 

where y is the phase difference between the excitation voltages and the infinite bus 

voltages in the d-q frame. 

As indicated in the introduction of this chapter, the general equations of the 

asynchronized synchronous machines become a set of linear differential equations for a 

constant slip operation. In these equations, all the voltage terms, vd, vq, vfd and vfq, are 

sinusoids of the slip frequency (Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7)). According to the basic circuit 

theory [45], all the currents of the machine would then be sinusoids of the same 

frequency. The stator currents and field currents can thus be expressed as 

id=idcos (st+ai) (3.8) 

iq =/q cos (st + a2) (3.9) 

ifd = fdCoS (St + a 3) (3.10) 

ifq =/fq cos (st + a 4) , (3.11) 

where a l, a 2, a 3 and a 4 are the current phase angles. 

Since vd, vq, vfd, vfq, id, i q, i fd and ifq are all sinusoids, they can be represented in the 

following phasor forms: 

T d= v e j(st-00) 

f  d=v fe j(st - 00+ y) 

I d =1 de Ast + a1) 

T =1q eAst+ a2) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 
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T fd =1fd e Ast+ a3) 

T eAsti-a4)fq fq 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

As indicated from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), vd and vq have the same magnitude and are 90°1 

out phase. So, the phasor representation of vq can be expressed in terms of vd as follows: 

Vq= —jSVd. (3.18) 

Similarly, the phasor representation of vfq can be expressed in terms of vfd as follows: 

i t ifq =  Srifd. 

Using Eqs. (3.12)-(3.19), Eq. (2.63) can be represented in the following phasor form: 

Vd 

—j Vd 

Vfd 

—(R+Re) (1—s). jsXad
—js(Xd+Xe) (Xq+Xe) 

— (1—s); 

—(1—s). —(R+Re) (1—s)Xad jsXaq
(Xd+Xe) —js(Xq+Xe) 

—isxad

—isxaq

Rfd+jsXffd 

R +jsX.- fq .1.14 

Td 

T 

fd 

q 

3.3. Analytical Expressions of the Machine Electrical Quantities 

3.3.1. Stator currents 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

Knowing rid and yid, the currents id , 7;, Ifd and /7q (i.e. Id, I v  Ifd, Ifq and a l, a2, a 3, 

a4) can be determined from Eq. (3.20). It is worthwhile to mention that the d- and q-axis 

stator currents, /d and /q, are fictitious quantities and thus they are not measurable. To 

determine the measurable stator currents in the a-b-c frame, the inverse of the 

transformation matrix [C'] has to be used. In this case, the current of phase a can be 

expressed as follows: 
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ia =Icicos 0 cos (s tt a 1) —/q sin 0 cos (s t+ a2) . 

Substituting (1—s)t+ 90 for 8 in this equation, then 

ia=/dcos [(1—s)t+00]cos(st+ai) 

—Iq cos [(1—s) t+ 00 — 901cos (s t + a 2) 

= g/dcos (t+ +oci)-1q sin (t+ 00 +a2)1 

1 
+ 2 {/d cos [(1-2s)t+ 00—ail —/ sin [(1 —2s)t+00—a2]) . (3.21) 

Similarly, the currents of phase b and phase c can be expressed as 

ib= 1.[/dcos (t+ 00 + ai —120°) —/q sin (t+ 00+ a2-120°)] 

+ {/dcos [(1-2s) t+ 00— a l-1201 --/q sin [(1-2s) t+ 80 a 2— 1201 ) (3.22) 

ic= Vdcos (t+ 00 + oci +1201—/q sin (t+ 00+ or,2+120°)) 

+ {/dcos [(1-2s)t+ 00—al + 1201 —/q sin [(1-2s)t+ 00-0(2+1201 ) . (3.23) 

3.3.2. Terminal voltages 

The machine terminal voltages are also quantities of concern. Their relationship 

with the infinite bus voltages is given by Eq. (2.62). Since vd, vq, id and iq in this 

equation are all sinusoids of the slip frequency, the quantities of vtd and vtq should also be 

sinusoids of the same frequency. Thus, vtd and vtq can be expressed as 

vtd=Vtdcos(st-l-a5) (3.24) 

vtq= Vtq cos (st+ a6) , (3.25) 

where a5 and a 6 are the terminal voltage phase angles. 

These voltages can also be represented in the following phasor forms: 
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j(st+a5) 
Titc1=Vtde 

tq=Vtq e Ast+ c(6)

Equation (2.62) can thus be rewritten in the following phasor form: 

3 

Id - 

Iq 

V (1-

-117d 

owing Id and /q from Eq. (3.20), Vrd and Vul can be determined from Eq. (3.28). 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

Using the inverse of the transformation matrix [C'], the three-phase stator terminal 

ltages can be expressed as follows: 

vta = 2[Vtd cos (t + 00+ a5)—Vtg sin (t+ 00 + a 6)] 

+ Vtdcos [(1 —2s) t +00—a5]—Vt sin [(1— 2s) t+ 90 - } 

vtb= [Vtd cos (t + 00+ a 5- 120°)— Kg sin (t+ 00 + a 6- 1200)] 

(3.29) 

+2 [Vtdcos [(1-2s)t+80—a5-120°] — Vtq sin [(1 —2s) t+00— a6-1201 } (3.30) 

vtc= [Vtdcos (t+90 +a5 + 120°) — Kg sin (t+ 00+ + 120°)] 

1 
+ -2 Vtdcos [(1-2s)t+ 00-a5+ 1201 -Kg sin [(1-2s)t+ 00 - a 6 + 120°]} . (3.31) 

3.3. Powers at the stator winding terminals 

The instantaneous active power at the stator winding terminals can be determined by 

using the following well-known equation [33]: 

Pt=vtd id+vtq iq • (3.32) 
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Substituting Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), (3.24) and (3.25) in Eq. (3.32), the following expression of 

the stator terminal power is obtained: 

pi= .11 [V id d cos (a5- al) + Vtq /q cos (a6-a2)] 

+ -2[Vtdi dcos (2s t+a5+ai)+Vtqq cos (2 s t+ a6+ a2)] . (3.33) 

Also, the instantaneous reactive power at the stator winding terminals can be 

determined by using the following equation [33]: 

qi=vig id-Vtdid . (3.34) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.8), (3.9), (3.24) and (3.25) in Eq. (3.34), the following expression of 

the reactive power at the stator terminals is obtained: 

qt= dcos (a6- al) - Vid i d cos (a5-a2)] 

+ I [Viq /dcos (2s t+a6+ai)-Vid /q cos (2st+a5+a2)] . 

3.3.4. Powers at the infinite bus 

(3.35) 

The instantaneous active power supplied to the infinite bus system can be 

determined by the following equation: 

pi=Vdid+Vgiq . (3.36) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) in Eq. (3.36), the following expression of the 

infinite bus power is obtained: 

pi= 2[V Idcos(-00-a0+17 q cos (-00- a2 -90°)] 

1 + 2 -[V/Acos (2st-00+ ocd+ V/ cos (2 s t- 00 + a2 -90°)] . 
“, 

(3.37) 

Also, the instantaneous reactive power at the infinite bus can be determined by the 

following equation: 
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qi= vg id —vd iq (3.38) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) and (3.9) in Eq. (3.38), the following expression of the 

reactive power at the infinite bus is obtained: 

q1= [VIdcos(-430—ai —90°) — V/q cos (-8p—a2)] 

+ —2 [VId cos (2st-00 + ai — 90°) — V/q cos (2s t-80+ a2)] . 

3.3.5. Powers at the field winding terminals 

(3.39) 

The instantaneous active power supplied to the field windings can be determined by 

the following equation: 

pf =Vfdlf. d+ V fq i fq (3.40) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11) in Eq. (3.40), the following expression of 

tie field winding terminal power is obtained: 

pf = 1[VfIfd cos (-8p +y— a3) + Vf/fq cos (-00 + y— a4 —90°)] 

+ [Vf/fd cos (2 s t— 00 + y + a 3) + Vf /fq cos (2 s t— 00+y+ a 4 — 90°)1 . (3.41) 

Also, the instantaneous reactive power at the field winding terminals can be 

determined by the following equation: 

qf =vfq i fd-Vfd lf. (3.42) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11) in Eq. (3.42), the following expression of 

the reactive power at the field winding terminals is obtained: 

qf =.1.[VfIfd cos (-00+y— a3 —90°) — Vf/fq cos (-00+ y— a 4)[ 

+ 
2 
—[V,J /,Jdcos (2s t-00+y+a3-90°)—Vf /fq cos (2s t— 90+y+ a4)] . (3.43) 
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3.4. Remarks on the Analytical Expressions 

In section 3.3, analytical expressions of the various electrical quantities of the 

asynchronized synchronous machines have been derived under the assumption that these 

machines are operating at a constant slip. Several conclusions can be drawn from these 

expressions: 

(1) The stator currents and terminal voltages have two components: a synchronous 

quency component and a component of frequency (1-2s) oky 

(2) The instantaneous powers at the stator winding terminals, at the infinite bus and 

at the field winding terminals have two components: a constant component and a 

component of frequency 2s con. 

(3) The components of frequency (1-2s) wo in the stator currents and terminal 

voltages and the components of frequency 2s coo in the powers will be equal to zero if the 

rotor of the asynchronized synchronous machines is electrically and magnetically 

symmetrical. This is because, in this case, IQ = jl d , Tfq.—j/fd and Tte. - Vic! as proved 

in Appendix B. 
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4. STEADY-STATE OPERATION OF NONSALIENT-POLE 
ASYNCHRONIZED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES 

4.1. Introduction 

In Chapter 3, it has been found that, when a salient-pole asynchronized synchronous 

machine operates at a constant slip, its stator currents and terminal voltages will have 

components of frequency (1-2s) coo, and its powers at the stator and field winding 

terminals will have pulsating components of frequency 2scoo. Such components are 

undesirable for the power system operation. To avoid the operation of these machines 

under such undesirable conditions, it is therefore recommended that nonsalient-pole 

machines with symmetrical multiphase field windings should be used as asynchronized 

synchronous machines. In this chapter, the analysis will thus be focused on the 

steady-state operation of such nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines. 

4.2. Analytical Expressions of the Machine Electrical Quantities 

4.2.1. Stator and field currents 

For nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines, it could be proved 

(Appendix B) that the d- and q-axis components of the stator currents as well as the d-

and q-axis field currents are equal in magnitude and 90° out phase, i.e. 

/ d=Iq=I (4.1) 

a 2=cci —90° (4.2) 

Ifd=Ifq=If (4.3) 

a4 = a 3 —90° . (4.4) 
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These relations can be written in the phasor form as follows: 

Iq = 

Tf q = -7/1fd. 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the instantaneous forms of the d- and q-axis components 

of the stator currents can be written as follows: 

ia=lcos(st+ai) (4.7) 

ie/sin(st+ai) . (4.8) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) in Eqs. (3.21)-(3.23), the instantaneous forms of the 

stator currents are obtained as follows: 

ia=/cos(t+00+ai) (4.9) 

ib=/cos(t+00+ai-120°) (4.10) 

ic=/cos (t+00+ai +120°) . (4.11) 

It is clear from Eqs. (4.9)-(4.11) that, for the nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous 

machines, the stator currents are symmetrical and have only a fundamental frequency 

component. 

From Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), the instantaneous forms of the field currents can be 

written as follows: 

ifa =if-cos (s t+ a3) 

ifq =/f sin (s t+ a3) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

It is clear from Eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) that the field currents are also symmetrical but with 

the slip frequency. 
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4.2.2. Stator winding terminal voltages 

In Appendix B, it has been also proved that the d- and q-axis components of the 

stator terminal voltages of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines are 

equal in magnitude and 90° out phase, i.e. 

Vtd=Vtq=Vt 

a 6=a5— 90° 

These relations can be written in the phasor form as follows: 

17tq=7/Vtd 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) in Eqs. (3.29)-(3.31), the instantaneous forms of the 

stator terminal voltages are obtained as follows: 

vta = Vt cos (t + 00 + a 5) (4.17) 

vth = Vt cos (t+ 00 + a 5 — 120°) 

vtc = Vtcos (t+130+ a 5 + 120°) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

It is clear from Eqs. (4.17)-(4.19) that the stator winding terminal voltages are 

symmetrical and have only a fundamental frequency component. 

4.23. Powers at the stator winding terminals 

Substituting Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), (4.14) and (4.15) in Eqs. (3.33) and (3.35), the 

instantaneous active and reactive powers at the stator winding terminals can be obtained 

as follows: 

pr =Vt /cos (a5—ai) =Pt

qt=Vt /sin (a5—ai)=Qt

Equations (4.20) and (4.21) show that both pt an q1 are constant. 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 
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4.2.4. Powers at the infinite bus 

Substituting Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) in Eqs. (3.37) and (3.39), the instantaneous active 

and reactive powers at the infinite bus can be expressed as 

pi=V I cos (-00—a1)= Pi (4.22) 

qi=17/sin(--00—a1)=Qi

Equations (4.22) and (4.23) show that both pi and qi are also constant. 

4.2.5. Powers at the field winding terminals 

(4.23) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) in Eqs. (3.41) and (3.43), the instantaneous active 

and reactive powers at the field winding terminals can be expressed as 

pf =Vf If cos (---130 +y— oc3). Pf

qf . = Vf if sin (-00+y— oc3)= Qf

Equations (4.24) and (4.25) show that both pf and qf are constant. 

4.2.6. Relationship between Pt and Pf 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

In the case of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines, the d- and 

q-axis machine parameters are equal and can be written as follows: 

Xd=Xci =Xs (4.26) 

Xaa=Xaa=Xa (4.27) 

Rfa=Rfa=•Rf (4.28) 

Xffa:-..-Xffa=Xff (4.29) 

Using Eqs. (4.26)-(4.29), Eq. (2.58) can be rewritten as follows: 
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vtd 

Vtq 

Vfd 

vfq

—Xs

—Xa

Xa

—Xs Xa

X 

—Xa

—R (1—S)Xs

—(1—S)Xs —R (1— S)Xa

R 

Xff

— (1 —s)Xa

Rf 

Ptd 

Ptq 

Pifd 

..131fq

id

iq

d 

ifq

(4.30) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.30) in Eq. (3.32), the machine terminal power can be 

expressed as 

Pt=Xal If sin (oci — a3)—RI2 (4.31) 

Substituting Eqs. (4.12), (4.13) and (4.30) in Eq. (3.40), the power supplied to the field 

windings can be expressed as 

Pf =sXa//f sin (ai —a3)+R4 . (4.32) 

From Eqs. (4.31) and (4.32), the relationship between Pt and Pf for the 

ronsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines operating at a constant slip can be 

obtained as follows: 

Pf  —Rf  2 = S(P t+ R12) . (4.33) 

This equation indicates that the power supplied to the field windings, apart from the rotor 

copper losses, is equal to the slip s times the sum of the power output from the machine 

and the stator copper losses. This relation is very useful for designing the field windings 

and the excitation system in terms of the machine power rating and the operating speed 

range. It may be noted that, if the copper losses are neglected, the excitation source 

supplies power to the field windings when the operating speed is lower than the 
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synchronous speed. When the operating speed is higher than the synchronous speed, the 

machine will supply power to the excitation system. In this case, special arrangements 

should be adopted for the excitation system to transfer power in both directions. A 

common way to achieve this is to use cycloconverters [20, 5, 23, 46] which can 

transform the power at one frequency, e.g. the fundamental frequency, into power at 

another frequency, e.g. the slip frequency, and vice versa. 

4.3. Phasor Representation 

4.3.1. Voltage equations 

Using Eqs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.26)-(4.29), the phasor representation of the voltage 

equations of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines, Eq. (3.20), can be 

rewritten as follows: 

—(R+Re) (1—s) • 
—js (X s+X e) (X s+X e) 

isxa 

—(l—s) • —(R+Re) (1—s)X a
(X s+Xe) —js(Xs+Xe) 

, tea Ri+jsXff

—(1—s)Xa

Ida 

—jsXa Rf+jsXff

Id 

Id 

Ifd

(4.34) 

It is clear from Eq. (4.34) that the performance of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

synchronous machines can be represented by only two equations. These equations are 

Vd=jXaIfd —[(R+Re)+j(Xs+Xe)[Ta

Tifd=(Rf+j sXff)Ifd —j sX ai d . 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 
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Figure 4.1: Phasor Diagram of a Nonsalient-Pole Asynchronized Synchronous 
Machine (d-axis) 
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general expressions for the performance of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

synchronous machines in both the d-q and a-b-c frames. Then, Eqs. (4.35)-(4.43) can be 

rewritten as follows: 

=jXarf —[(R+ Re)+j (Xs+Xe)]T 

Vp(Rftisx#7—isxar 

V =T---[(R+Re)+j (Xs+Xe)}T 

T=ixarf

jsXa _ (R+Rd+j(Xs+Xe) 
If D 

—f D 
V + Vf

 V+D  —V, 
D r ' 

=AV +1317f =Ei+E2, 

sx2a
A= 

jXa[(R+Re)+j(Xs+Xe)] 
B —

where 

D 

D=(Rf +jsXff)[(R+Re)+j(Xs+Xe)]+sX2a . 

(4.44) 

(4.45) 

(4.46) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(4.50) 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

The phasor diagram of an asynchronized synchronous machine in both the d-q and a-b-c 

frames will thus be as shown in Fig. 4.2. It is clear from this figure that the phasor 

diagram of a nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machine is similar to that of a 

conventional cylindrical synchronous machine. 
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Machine 
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4.4. Loci of the Induced Electromotive Force 

As indicated in Eqs. (4.50)-(4.52), the induced electromotive force of the 

nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines, E, has two components, E1 and 

E2. These components are functions of the infinite bus voltage V and the field voltage 

17f , respectively, and both are functions of the slip s. 

Neglecting the resistances R and Re and assuming that the infinite bus voltage V is 

constant, it could be proved that the locus of E1 as a function of the slip s is a circle 

(Appendix D). The radius of this circle is 

x2a 
r= 2  V. 

(xs+xdff x-r a

Choosing the phasor V as the abscissa of the phasor diagram plane, the center of this 

circle will be located on the abscissa at the point (—r,0) as shown in Fig. 4.3. The point 

0 on this circle corresponds to the operating condition of s =0 and, in this case, E1=0. 

The point H on the circle corresponds to the operating condition of s=oo and, in this case, 

El =2r and the phase angle of Ti is 180°. The upper half of the circle corresponds to the 

operating conditions of s <0, i.e. operating speeds higher than the synchronous speed 

and, in these cases, the phase angle of E1 changes between 90° and 180°. The lower half 

of the circle corresponds to operating conditions of s > 0, i.e. operating speeds lower than 

the synchronous speed and, in these cases, the phase angle of E1 changes between 180° 

and 270°. 

.  
iFor the cases of constant slip operation, E1 s a fixed phasor which corresponds to a 

specific point on the circle locus. To determine the total electromotive force E, the 

electromotive force component E2 , which is a function of the field voltage V1, should be 

added to the phasor E1. If the magnitude of rif is constant, the locus of E2 as a function of 
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Figure 4.3: Loci of the Induced Electromotive Force 
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the phase angle of Vf is a circle. In this case, the locus of E will be a circle with its center 

located at the end point of the phasor El as shown in Fig. 4.3. If the magnitude of V 

changes, a family of circles will represent the loci of T. If the phase' angle of Vf. is 

constant but its magnitude varies, the locus of E is a straight line, which is shown in 

Fig. 4.3 as a dashed line. In Fig. 4.3, two groups of loci of E for different slips are 

shown. 

4.5. Power/Load Angle Characteristics 

The power/load angle characteristics of a nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

synchronous machine can be derived from the phasor diagram of Fig. 4.2. From this 

figure, the following equations can be obtained: 

E cos 6 = V+(R+Re)Icos0—(Xs+Xe)I shut) (4.53) 

Esin8=(Xs+Xe)/cos0+(R+Re)Isin0. (4.54) 

Solving these two equations, the terms /cost') and /sin. can be obtained as follows: 

Icos(I)—  1 ,,[(R+Re)E cos 8— (R +R e )V+(Xs+Xe)E sin 6] (4.55) 
(R + R e)2 + (X s+ X e)4

I sin —  1 [(R+R )E sin 5 + (X +X) V— (Xs +Xe)E cos 8] . (4.56) 
(R + R e)2 + s+ X ey• e s e 

From Eq. (4.55), the active power supplied to the infinite bus can be given as 

P=VIcos4 

1 
,,[(R+IU e s e E Vcos 8— (R +R)V2+(X +X )EV sin 8] . (4.57) 

(R + R e)2+ (X s 4- X eY 

Also, the reactive power supplied to the infinite bus can be obtained from Eq. (4.56) as 

follows: 

Q=—VI 40 
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1 
(R + Re)2+(X s+ X e)2

[(R+Re)EV sin 8 + (Xs +Xe) V2— (; +Xe)EVcosiS] . (4.58) 

I this equation, the reactive power Q is taken to be positive and the phase angle t  is 

t en to be negative for supplying inductive power. If the resistances R and Re are 

n gligible compared to the reactances ; and Xe, the expressions of the active and 

r active powers can be simplified to: 

EV 
P— Xs+X sins (4.59) 

e 

Q xs
EV
+xe cos 8— 

112 
Xs+Xe

. (4.60) 

Although the expressions of the power/load angle characteristics of a 

n s nsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machine appear to be similar to those of a 

c inventional cylindrical synchronous machine, there are, nevertheless, distinct 

ferences between them. For a constant excitation voltage Vf, the electromotive force 

o a conventional synchronous machine is constant, while that of an asynchronized 

s nchronous machine varies with the change of the speed (Eq. (4.50)). Moreover, the 

gnitude of the electromotive force E varies with the change of the output power P, 

e en if the magnitude of the excitation voltage Vf and the slip s are both kept constant. In 

is case, the phase angle of Vf varies such that the relationship of Eq. (4.49) is kept 

s tisfied when T varies with the change of the output power P. As a result, the 

agnitude of the electromotive force E will change as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. In this case, 

e power/load angle characteristic of a nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous 

achine will not be sinusoidal, while it is a sinusoid in the case of a conventional 

lindrical synchronous machine. Figure 4.4 shows a group of power/load angle 

c aracteristics of an asynchronized synchronous machine for different slips. As shown in 

is figure, the power/load angle characteristic of the asynchronized synchronous 

achines in the case of s=0 becomes sinusoidal. 
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6. Steady-State Operational Limits of Asynchronized Synchronous 

Machines 

.6.1. Static stability limit 

Knowing the power/load angle characteristics of a nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

chronous machine, the static stability limit of this machine can be determined by 

sing the criterion TigdP =0 as it is in the case of a conventional synchronous machine. The 

achine remains in synchronism, i.e. statically stable, if S>0. For the conventional 

s nchronous machines, this criterion can be easily applied analytically or graphically to 

etermine their static stability limits. However, for the asynchronized synchronous 

achines, the analytical determination of the static stability limit is not easy since the 

lectromotive force E in Eq. (4.59) is not constant. In this case, the electromotive force E 

aries with the power P as discussed in Section 4.5 and, thus, it varies with the load angle 

. Nevertheless, the graphical application of this criterion for the determination of the 

atic stability limit is easy and will be developed in the following. 

As discussed in Section 4.4, when the magnitude of the field voltage Vf and the slip 

are both kept constant and the phase angle of the field voltage varies, the locus of the 

duced electromotive force E is a circle with a radius equal to E2 and with its center 

cated at the end point of E1 (Fig. 4.3). This locus is shown again in Fig. 4.5(a) for the 

perating condition E2>E1. Since V is assumed constant and taken as the abscissa of the 

hasor diagram plane, the projection of the phasor E on the ordinate, E sin 8, will be a 

easure of the power P. From this diagram, it is thus easy to determine if the rate of 

hange of P with 8 at every operating point on the locus of E is positive, negative or zero. 

or the operating points on the right half of the circle, zdP is positive and, thus, the 

achine is statically stable. On the other hand, -c-igdP is negative for the operating points 

ocated on the left half of the circle and, thus, the machine is statically unstable. The rate 

f change -d-6dP for the operating points b and d of the circle in Fig. 4.5(a) is zero and, thus, 

ey represent the static stability limits for the field voltage Vf and the slip s of this figure. 
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(a) E2>E1 

(c) E2<E1 (case 1) 

(b) E2 = El

b 

(d) E2 <E1 (case 2) 

V 

Figure 4.5: Static Stability Limits of an Asynchronized Synchronous Machine 
Operating at a Constant Slip s and Excited at Different Constant 
Voltages 
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When Vf changes, i.e. E2 changes, the static stability limit will be given by different pairs 

of operating points similar to those in Fig. 4.5(a) if E2 remains larger than El or becomes 

equal to El (Fig. 4.5(b)). However, the static stability limits will change if E2 becomes 

smaller than E1. Figures 4.5(c) and (d) show two different cases for E2<E1. In these 

figures, the points b and d are the top and bottom points of the circle, respectively, and a 

and c are tangent points of the circle from the origin o. For the operating points on the 
dP 

arcs ab and cd, —do is positive and, thus, the machine is statically stable. In case 1 of 

Fig. 4.5(c), the operating conditions are such that the whole circle locus of E is above the 

abscissa and the arc cd is on the left half of the circle. In this case, zdP is negative for the 

operating points located on the arcs ad and bc. In case 2 of Fig. 4.5(d), the operating 

conditions are such that the circle locus is partly above and partly below the abscissa and 

the arc cd is on the right half of the circle. In this case, ic—igdP is negative for the operating 

points located on the arc ac and the left half of the circle. Therfore, in both these cases 

for E2 <E1, the operating points a, b, c and d represent the static stability limits for the 

corresponding excitation voltage Vf and slip s. 

For constant slip operation with variable values of VV the stable region in the plane 

of the operating points can thus be determined as shown in Fig. 4.6. In this plane, there 

are two static stability limits. The first one is the vertical line passing through the end of 

E1 and this corresponds to the points b and d shown in all the cases of Fig. 4.5. The 

second static stability limit corresponds to the points for the operating conditions E2 <E1. 

It is clear from Figs. 4.5(c) and (d) that the points a and c in this case will describe a 

circle with E1 as a diameter as shown in Fig. 4.6. Thus, the operating points within this 

circle on the right side of the line bd will be unstable. All the other operating points 

outside of this circle on the right side of the line bd will be stable. On the other hand, the 

operating points to the left side of the line bd are unstable except the operating points 

located between the circle and this line. For each operating slip, i.e. for each E1, there 

are corresponding stability limits. Although only the static stability limits for the cases 

that the phase angle of Ti is smaller than 180° are analysed above and shown in Figs. 4.5 

and 4.6, it can be proved similarly that the static stability limits shown in Fig. 4.6 are also 
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b locus of r2
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Figure 4.6: Static Stability Limit of an Asynchronized Synchronous Machine 
Operating at a Constant Slip and Excited with Various Voltages 
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Figure 4.7: Static Stability Limit of an Asynchronized Synchronous Machine 
Operating at a Constant Slip 
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applicable for the cases that the phase angle of E1 is larger than 180°. For both cases, 

these stability limits can be determined by carrying out the following steps (Fig. 4.7): 

(1) Using V as the reference phasor, draw the phasor E1, which is a fixed phasor for 

a specific slip s and can be determined by A V (Eq. (4.50)). 

(2) Draw a circle with E1 as the diameter. 

(3) Draw a vertical line through the end point of 

In Fig. 4.7, the operating points in the region outside the circle on the right hand side of 

the vertical line and those in the region inside the circle to the left hand side of the line 

are stable. These stable regions are shaded in the figure. 

It is worthwhile mentioning here that the static stability analysis of a conventional 

synchronous machine can be done as a special case of that of an asynchronized 

synchronous machine. When the slip s is equal to zero, the phasor E1 becomes a point at 

the origin o. In this case, there will be only one stability limit, which is the vertical line 

through the point o. The stable region in this case will be all the operating points on the 

right side of the vertical line as it is well-known in the theory of the conventional 

synchronous machines. 

4.6.2. Steady-state operational chart 

The static stability limit, which has been discussed in detail in the previous 

subsection, is not the only constraint which limits the operation of the asynchronized 

synchronous machines. There are also other constraints, such as the stator healing, the 

rotor heating and the rated turbine power, which put limits on the operation of these 

machines. In order to know well about the operational capability of an electrical 

machine, one of the effective ways is to construct its operational chart [47, 481, which 

indicates visually the main operational limits and the safe operational regions of such a 

machine. An example of the operational chart of an asynchronized synchronous machine 
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o i erating at a constant slip is given in Fig. 4.8(c). Only the generator operation is 

c i nsidered and the resistances R and Re are neglected. 

Power plane 

If the magnitudes of the phasors of Fig. 4.8(a), which shows the voltage phasor 

agram of an asynchronized synchronous machine, are multiplied by ll ,"  , the voltage 
s e 

p i asor diagram is converted to a power diagram as shown in Fig. 4.8(b). Choosing the x-

d y-axis with the origin at the point A as shown in Fig. 4.8(b), the projection of the 

point B on the y-axis indicates the active power and the projection of the point B on the 

x axis indicates the reactive power. In this case, the x-y plane is called the power plane 

o the machine. Any point in the plane indicates a specific operating condition, from 

hich a series of quantities, namely the active power, the reactive power, the power 

f• ctor, the stator current and the rotor current, can be determined. 

Stator heating limit 

The stator heating is proportional to the stator copper losses which in turn depend on 

e stator current. In order to avoid the overheating of the stator, overloading of the 

achine is thus not permitted for continuous operation and the machine rated current 

s ryes as an operational limit for avoiding the overheating of the stator. This stator 

h- ating limit can be represented in the power plane by a circle with the point A as the 

center and the VA rating as the radius (Fig. 4.8(c)). 

Rotor heating limit 

The rotor heating is proportional to the rotor copper losses. In turn, these losses 
EV 

epend on the rotor current which is related to the phasor  in the power plane. xs+xe

rom Eq. (4.47), E is equal to jXaTf and the rotor heating limit can thus be represented 
xa ff. v 

the power plane by a circle with point 0 as the center and — as the radius. xs +xe

) Turbine power limit 

Since the relationship between the turbine power and the electrical power output of 

asynchronized synchronous machine depends on the slip (Pm= (1—s) P if all losses are 

eglected, Eq. (4.33)), the turbine power limit is represented in the power plane by a 
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horizontal line corresponding to a power equal to the rated turbine power divided by 

(1—s). For different slips, this line will move up and down according to this relationship. 

The three limits discussed above together with the static stability limit constitute the 

steady-state operational chart for an asynchronized synchronous machine at a specific 

slip (Fig. 4.8(c)). For different slips, both the turbine power and the static stability limits 

will change. 

e) Determination of Vf from the operational chart 

For an asynchronized synchronous machine, the excitation voltage Vf is not directly 

related to E but to E2. In order to determine Vf from the operational chart (Fig. 4.8(c)), 

E1V 
the phasor E2 has to be determined from the phasor connecting the end point of T7-4 — to 

E2V 
e operating point. This phasor is equal to   and the phasor Vf can thus be xs+Xe 

d termined from the relationship between E2 and V1 (E2=BVf). 

7. Reactive Power Control of Asynchronized Synchronous Machines 

The simple control of reactive power through field excitation adjustment is a salient 

vantage of the conventional synchronous machines. It is also an important feature of 

e asynchronized synchronous machines in addition to the other features such as the 

ssibility of operating them at variable speeds. 

Similar to the case of the conventional synchronous machines, the reactive power 

generated by an asynchronized synchronous machine or the power factor at which an 

asynchronized synchronous machine operates can be controlled by adjusting its field 

excitation. Figure 4.9 shows the relationship between the reactive power Q of an 

asynchronized synchronous machine and its field voltage Vf . In this figure, Q has 

positive value when the machine is supplying reactive (inductive) power and negative 

value when the machine is absorbing reactive (inductive) power. It is apparent from 
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Fig. 4.9 that the reactive power Q increases with the magnitude of the field voltage V1
when the machine is operating at a constant speed and the generating power is constant. 

The curves which give the relation between the armature current and the field 

current of conventional synchronous machines at constant powers are known as the 

V-curves because of their characteristic shape. In the case of the asynchronized 

synchronous machines, similar V-curves can also be found when investigating the 

relation between the armature current and the excitation field voltage. The field voltage 

is chosen here instead of the field current since the field current does not only depend on 

the field voltage but also depends on the terminal voltage. A family of such V-curves is 

shown in Fig. 4.10. For a constant power output, the armature current is minimum at 

unity power factor and increases as the power factor decreases. The dotted line across the 

V-curves in this figure is the locus of the unity power factor operating points. The points 

of the V-curves to the right of this unity-power-factor curve correspond to the operation 

at lagging power factors and those to the left of this curve correspond to the operation at 

leading power factors. 

Figure 4.11 shows the relationship between the excitation voltage Vf and the slip s 

when the power and power factor are both kept constant and the field winding resistance 

is neglected. In this case, the excitation voltage Vf is proportional to the absolute value of 

the slip s. This can also be confirmed by using Eqs. (4.44) and (4.45). When the power 

and power factor are constant, i.e. I is constant, if should be constant (Eq. (4.44)). If Rf

is neglected, Eq. (4.45) becomes 

Vf= s(xffrf —xar). 

Since (Xff /7 —XaT) is constant, Vf is proportional to the slip s. The magnitude of Vf is 

thus proportional to the absolute value of s. Figure 4.12 illustrates the excitation 

voltage/slip relationship when the field winding resistance is not neglected. The curves 

in this case are quite different from those of Fig. 4.11, particularly in the neighbourhood 

of s=0. 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF AN 
ASYNCHRONIZED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 

5.1. Introduction 

The systematic analysis of asynchronized synchronous machines has been 

accomplished in the previous chapters. The steady-state operation of these machines at a 

constant slip, and in particular that of the nonsalient-pole machines, has been discussed in 

detail. In order to verify the validity of these analyses, experimental investigations were 

carried out on an asynchronized synchronous machine (a microaltemator). In this 

chapter, the measured results are compared with those calculated applying the approaches 

developed in the previous chapters. 

5.2. The Microalternator and Other Equipment Used in the 

Investigations 

5.2.1. General description 

The nominal ratings of the microaltemator are: 3 KVA, 220/127 V, 7.9 A, 60 Hz 

and 1800 rpm. The stator winding of this three-phase, four-pole machine is 

star-connected, while the rotor is a cylindrical one with field windings on both the d- and 

q-axis. 

In the tests carried out for the investigations, the microaltemator was operated at a 

terminal voltage equal to half its rated voltage in order to eliminate the effect of 

saturation. To achieve this, the machine was connected to the power system through a 

three-phase step-up autotransformer, which was adjusted to keep the machine terminal 

voltage constant. Thus, the machine can be considered as directly connected to an 

infinite bus. 
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The microalternator was driven by a DC motor, whose armature voltage and field 

current can both be adjusted continuously to control the speed. Two-phase excitation 

source was obtained from a three-phase variable frequency AC power source connected 

to a set of T-connection transformers, which converts the three-phase AC source to a 

two-phase AC supply with the same frequency. A schematic diagram of the 

experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

3—Phase 
Variable 

Frequency T—Connection 
AC Power Transformer 

Source 

'a 

b 

0.866 

DC 
Motor 

Asynchronized 
Synchronous 

Generator 

Step—Up 
Transformer 

Power 
System 

Figure 5.1: A Schematic Diagram of the Experimental Set-up 

5.2.2. Base values of the microalternator 

A per-unit system for asynchronized synchronous machines has been established in 

section 2.4. All base values of the tested microalternator, which are listed in Table 5.1, 

were chosen or calculated according to this per-unit system. Although the rotor of the 

tested machine is cylindrical, the field windings on the d- and q-axis have different 

effective number of turns due to the different arrangements of the two field windings. 

Therefore, the rotor base values on the d- and q-axis are not identical. 

The base values with the rotor saliency neglected, which are listed in Table 5.2, are 

chosen as the average of the d- and q-axis base values. These will be used in the 

calculations applying the approach derived in Chapter 4 for the nonsalient-pole 

asynchronized synchronous machines. 
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Table 5.1: Base Values of the Microalternator 

Stator P sB 

V sB

I sB

ZsB

3000.000 

179.629 

11.134 

16.133 

VA 

V 

A 

0 

Rotor 
(saliency 

considered) 

P .113

Via

3000.000 

416.782 

VA 

V 

Vfo 376.270 V 

/fdB 7.198 A 

/fo 7.973 A 

ZfdB 57.902 a 

zfqB 47.193 a 

Table 5.2: Base Values of the Microaltemator (saliency neglected) 

Stator P sB 3000.000 VA 

VsB 179.629 V 

IsB 11.134 A 

ZsB 16.133 a 
Rotor 

(saliency 
neglected) 

P IB

Vfl3 

3000.000 

395.465 

VA 

V 

I fB 7.586 A 

Z s 52.131 a 
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5. .3. Parameters of the microalternator 

The parameters of the microaltemator given by the manufacturer are calculated 

v. ues. For confirmation, all the parameters used in the calculation were measured 

c. efully (Appendix E). These parameters in ohms are listed in Table 5.3. The 

p. ameters assuming the saliency is neglected are calculated as the average of the d- and 

q- is parameters and are listed in Table 5.4. In Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the per-unit values of 

th se parameters are also listed. 

5. Experimental Results and Analyses 

5 .1. Experiments implemented on the microalternator 

Experiments were carried out on the microalternator at four different slips, namely 

0. 5, 0.30, 0.45 and 0.60. At each slip, the power supplied from the microalternator to 

th power system was kept constant at four different values, namely 0, 500W, 1000W 

1250W, and all the other electrical quantities, namely the armature currents, the 

ature reactive powers, the field excitation voltages, the field currents and the field 

e itation powers were measured. During these experiments, the armature terminal 

v ltage was kept constant. All the measured quantities have also been calculated using 

th relations derived in the previous chapters. Since the tested microalternator has a 

c I ndrical rotor, the saliency effect is so slight that the asynchronous frequency 

ponents of the stator currents and voltages and the pulsating components of the stator 

field powers, which are discussed in Chapter 3 for salient-pole asynchronized 

sy chronous machines, were very small and not measurable. 

5. .2. Experimental results and comparison with calculations 

The experimental and calculated results of the investigations reported in this thesis 

presented in two groups. The first group shows the relationships between the 

ature electrical quantities and the field excitation voltage, namely the armature 

nt/field excitation voltage characteristic (//Vf , Figs. 5.2-5.9, Pages 78-85), the 

ature reactive power/field excitation voltage characteristic (Q/Vf , Figs. 5.10-5.13, 

P. ges 86-89) and the armature power factor/field excitation voltage characteristic 
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Table 5.3: Parameters of the Microalternator 

Parameters in ohms Parameters in per-unit 

R 0.327 0.0203 

Rfd 1.539 0.0266 

Rfq 1.536 0.0325 

X/ 2.350 0.146 

Xff./ 2.063 0.128 

Xd 30.039 1.862 

Xq 28.913 1.792 

Xad 27.689 1.716 

Xaq 26.563 1.647 

Xffd 29.752 1.844 

Xffq 28.626 1.774 

Table 5.4: Parameters of the Microalternator (saliency neglected) 

Parameters in ohms Parameters in per-unit 

R 0.327 0.0203 

Ri 1.538 0.0295 

Xi 2.350 0.146 

Xffl 2.063 0.128 

Xs  29.476 1.827 

Xa 27.126 1.681 

Xff 29.189 1.809 
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(cos4)/Vf  ,, Figs. 5.14-5.17, Pages 90-93). The second group shows the relationships 

between the field electrical quantities and the armature reactive power supplied to the 

system from the generator, namely the field excitation current/armature reactive power 

characteristic (/f /Q, Figs. 5.18-5.21, Pages 94-97), the field excitation power/armature 

reactive power characteristic (Pf /Q, Figs. 5.22-5.25, Pages 98-101) and the field reactive 

power/armature reactive power characteristic (Qf /Q, Figs. 5.26-5.29, Pages 102-105). 

5.3.3. Discussions of the results 

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, the microalternator used in the 

investigations is a cylindrical machine. Nevertheless, its d- and q-axis parameters have 

different values due to the different arrangements of the d- and q-axis field windings. 

However, these differences are so small that it is reasonable to expect that no practical 

errors will be caused by neglecting this slight saliency. To confirm this, the armature 

current/field excitation voltage characteristics have been calculated both with the saliency 

considered using the equations of Chapter 3 (Figs. 5.2-5.5) and with the saliency 

neglected using the approach of Chapter 4 (Figs. 5.6-5.9). Comparing these figures, the 

differences between these two sets of results can barely be noticed. Therefore, it was 

decided to carry out all the calculations of the other characteristics neglecting the slight 

saliency of the microaltemator and using the equations derived in Chapter 4. 

(1) INf characteristic 

Figures 5.2-5.9 illustrate the relationship between the armature current and the field 

excitation voltage, which is discussed in Section 4.7. When the asynchronized 

synchronous machine is operating at constant slip and is generating a constant output 

power, the armature current has a minimum value at unity power factor and increases as 

the power factor decreases. When the armature output power is constant, the field 

excitation voltage has to be increased with the increase of the slip in order to keep the 

armature current the same. 
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(2) Q/Aff characteristic 

Figures 5.10-5.13 show that the armature reactive power increases with the increase 

of the field excitation voltage when the asynchronized synchronous machine is operating 

at constant slip and constant output power. When the machine is operating at constant 

slip and excited with constant field voltage, the armature reactive power decreases with 

the increase of the armature output power. In this case, the field excitation voltage must 

be increased with the increase of the armature output power if the armature reactive 

power is to be kept constant. If the armature output power is constant, the field excitation 

voltage must be increased with the increase of the slip to keep the armature reactive 

power constant. 

(3) cos4/Vf characteristic 

Figures 5.14-5.17 show that the armature power factor for an asynchronized 

synchronous machine operating at constant slip and constant armature output power can 

be adjusted from leading to lagging by increasing the field excitation voltage. For any 

operation at constant slip and constant armature output power, the machine will operate 

at unity power factor at a specific excitation voltage. If the excitation voltage is larger 

than this value, the machine will operate at lagging power factor. If it is smaller than this 

value, the machine will operate at leading power factor. When the slip is constant, the 

field excitation voltage corresponding to the unity power factor operation increases with 

the increase of the armature output power. When the armature output power is constant, 

this field excitation voltage increases with the increase of the slip. 

(4) ItiQ characteristics 

The experimental results of Figs. 5.18-5.21 show that the relationship between the 

field excitation current and armature reactive power is not a function of the slip. This 

confirms the corresponding analytical relation which can be derived from Eqs. (4.46) and 

(4.47). From Eq. (4.47), it can be seen that the field current If is equal to f/jXa. In turn, 

the induced electromotive force E is only determined by the armature electrical quantities 

as it can be concluded from Eq. (4.46). Thus, the field current If is constant for certain 

armature active and reactive output powers even if the operating slip of the machine 

changes. 
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(5) Pf/Q characteristics 

Figures 5.22-5.25 show the relationship between the field excitation power and the 

armature output power, which is given analytically by Eq. (4.33). When the armature 

output power is constant, the field excitation power increases with the increase of the 

slip. If the copper losses are neglected, the field excitaion power will be equal to the slip 

times the armature output power. In this case, the field excitation power/armature 

reactive power characteristic curves will be horizontal lines. 

(6) Qf/Q characteristic 

Figures 5.26-5.29 show that the field reactive power increases with the increase of 

the armature reactive power when the machine is operating at constant slip and constant 

armature output power. When the machine is operating at constant slip and constant 

armature reactive power, the field reactive power increases with the increase of the 

armature output power. If the armature active and reactive powers are constant, the field 

reactive power increases with the increase of the slip. At relatively high values of the 

slip, the field reactive power could be very high and this might introduce a limit on the 

slip range within which the asynchronized synchronous machines could operate. 

All the figures presented in this chapter show that there is a fairly good agreement 

between the experimental and calculated results at all the slips and at all levels of the 

armature output power used in the investigations. The discrepancies between the 

calculated and experimental results are within 10%. Such discrepancies are expected and 

can be attributed to the following: 

(1) The theoretical analyses represented in this thesis are based on several 

assumptions, e.g. the current in each winding produces a sinusoidally distributed 

magnetomotive force wave; the saturation, hysteresis and eddy currents in the magnetic 

circuits are neglected. Such assumptions introduce some errors in the calculated results. 

(2) The voltage drops between the brushes and the slip rings which connect the field 

windings to the excitation source introduce a discrepancy between the experimental and 

calculated results. 
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(3) The inaccuracy in the measured machine parameters introduces errors in the 

culated results. 

(4) The normal errors of the measuring instruments contribute to the disrepancies 

between the measured and calculated results. 
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this thesis, theoretical and experimental investigations of asynchronized 

synchronous machines have been presented. The theoretical analyses, which are based 

on a d-q frame model, have been developed. Experimental investigations were carried 

out on a microalternator to verify the validity of these theoretical analyses. 

6.1. Summary of the Thesis 

In Chapter 1, an introduction to the subject of the asynchronized synchronous 

machines is presented. The various schemes of Variable-Speed Constant-Frequency 

generating systems are briefly reviewed. The asynchronized synchronous machines have 

been recognized as one of the most versatile and economical Variable-Speed 

Constant-Frequency schemes. The basic principles, advantages and applications of these 

machines are also briefly reviewed. At the end of the chapter, the purpose of this thesis is 

summarized. 

The general equations of the asynchronized synchronous machines, namely the flux 

linkage equations, the voltage equations, the power equations and the torque equations, 

are derived in Chapter 2. To normalize these equations, a per-unit system for the 

asynchronized synchronous machine is proposed. These equations are developed for the 

d q frame and can be used to analyse the transient as well as the steady-state conditions 

of both the salient-pole and nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines. 

In Chapter 3, the analysis of the asynchronized synchronous machines assuming that 

they are operating at a constant slip is introduced. For this purpose, a phasor 

representation of the general equations of the asynchronized synchronous machines is 

developed. The analytical expressions of the machine electrical quantities, which are 
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obtained by using this phasor representation, show that the stator currents and terminal 

voltages of salient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines have components of 

frequency (1 —2 s) coo and their powers at the stator terminals, at the infinite bus and at the 

field winding terminals have pulsating components of frequency 2s (00. To avoid such an 

unfavourable operation, it has been concluded that nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

synchronous machines should be used. 

In Chapter 4, the steady-state operation of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized 

synchronous machines is studied further. The general equations and their phasor 

representation are simplified. The induced electromotive force term is then introduced 

and a phasor diagram for the asynchronized synchronous machines is formed. Based on 

these analyses, the static stability of the asynchronized synchronous machines is 

investigated and a graphical method for determining their static stability limits is 

proposed. A steady-state operational chart for the asynchronized synchronous machines, 

which indicates the static stability limit, the stator and rotor heating limits and the turbine 

power limit, is also developed. Finally, the reactive power control of the asynchronized 

synchronous machines is discussed. 

Experimental investigations carried out on a cylindrical-rotor microaltemator are 

presented in Chapter 5. A comparison between the experimental and calculated results 

has shown that they are in a good agreement. 

6.2. Conclusions 

From the theoretical and experimental investigations of the asynchronized 

ynchmnous machines conducted in this thesis, the following conclusions are drawn: 

1. The generalized mathematical model of the asynchronized synchronous machines 

developed in this thesis provides a basic means to analyze the performance of 

asynchronized synchronous machines. This has been confirmed by the experimental 

investigations carried out on a microaltemator. 

2. The phasor representation of the generalized mathematical model of the 
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asynchronized synchronous machines developed in this thesis provides a simple approach 

for the analysis of the steady-state operation of the asynchronized synchronous machines. 

This approach makes the analysis more understandable and the calculations more simple, 

particularly for the nonsalient-pole machines. 

3. The stator currents and voltages of salient-pole asynchronized synchronous 

machines connected to a power system have asynchronous frequency components and 

their stator and excitation active and reactive powers have pulsating components. In 

order to avoid this unfavourable operation, it is recommended to use nonsalient-pole 

asynchronized synchronous machines which have symmetrical multi-phase field 

windings. 

4. The induced electromotive force introduced in the asynchronized synchronous 

machine equations developed in the thesis, which is similar to the excitation 

electromotive force of conventional synchronous machines, results in a phasor diagram 

representation, which is similar to that of conventional synchronous machines. This 

phasor diagram provides a very useful and convenient means for the analysis of the 

steady-state operation of nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines. 

5. The expressions representing the active and reactive power/load angle 

characteristics of nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines seem to be 

similar to those of a conventional nonsalient-pole synchronous machine. However, the 

power/load angle characteristics of asynchronized synchronous machines are not 

sinusoidal since the induced electromotive force of an asynchronized synchronous 

machine is not a constant value even if the excitation voltage is kept constant. 

6. For a nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machine connected to an 

infinite bus, the power needed from the excitation source apart from the rotor copper 

losses is equal to the slip times the sum of the armature output power and the stator 

copper losses. If the copper losses are neglected, the field input power is equal to the slip 

times the armature output power. 
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7. The field current of an asynchronized synchronous machine is only determined 

by the stator operational condition. It is independent of the slip at which the 

asynchronized synchronous machine is operating. However, the field voltage is a 

function of the slip. 

8. The graphical method for determining the static stability limits of asynchronized 

synchronous machines connected to infinite bus systems, which is introduced in this 

thesis, provides a simple and practical approach to visualize the boundaries of their stable 

operation. 

9. Similar to conventional synchronous machines, the reactive power of the 

asynchronized synchronous machines connected to power systems could be controlled by 

adjusting their field excitation voltages. This is one of the distinct advantages of using 

asynchronized synchronous machines as VSCF generating systems. 
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A. TORQUE OF 
AN ASYNCHRONIZED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 

In Chapter 2, the developed electrical torque of an asynchronized synchronous 

machine has been derived from the power equation. In this appendix, another approach 

for deriving the torque equation will be presented and the result will be compared with 

the torque equation derived in Chapter 2 (Eq. (2.25)). 

An idealized asynchronized synchronous machine can be considered as a multiply 

excited linear magnetic system. In this case, the torque can be expressed in terms of the 

machine parameters and currents [36, 38]. A general expression for the torque of an 

n-coil machine can be written as follows: 

Te=l
n dLk dMik
ik=1

4  a um ic dOm
j # k and j<k, (A.1) 

where Lk is the self-inductance of a coil and Mik is the mutual inductance between two 

coils. Substituting the electrical angle 8 for the mechanical angle 8m of the rotor position 

in Eq. (A.1), this equation becomes as follows: 

,, n CA Zak d Mik 

T =n e cle +ii ik 
j#k and j<k, 

where n is the number of pole pairs of the machine. 

(A.2) 

In the case of the asynchronized synchronous machine, the elements of Eq. (A.2) 

can be defined as follows: 
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n=5, 

Li =Laa , L2=Lbb 

i3 ic i4=lf d 

L3=Lec , 

M12 =Lab M23=Lbc 21113=Lac 

M14 =Lafd , M24 =Lbfd , M34 = cfd 

— M — M15 —Lafq , 25—Lbfq M 35—Lcfq, 

M45=° • 

i5= , 

L4=Lfid , L5 =Lffq , 

us, the torque equation of the asynchronized synchronous machine will be: 

2 2 , , 2 2 A 2 A , 
&a dLaa lb (.4.&,bb 1c dLcc ifd uLffd ifq ui,ffq

7' e =111)( 2 de + 2 de + 2 de + 2 de + T de 

dLab dLbc dLac

+ibicar +" a c do 

; dLafd dLbfd divd
zfdde tb▪ tfd de lc ifd de 

dLafq dL
bfq dLcfq 

—iaif4 d8 i▪ bliq de lc ifq rc e ) • 

Substituting Eqs. (2.1)-(2.14) in Eq. (A.3), the torque equation can be obtained as: 

(A.3) 
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Te=np f—Laa2 Ua2 sin 20 + ib2 sin (20+ 120°) + i2c sin (20 — 1200)1 

+ 2Laa[ia ib sin (20 +60°) + ib is sin (20-180°) + ic sin (20-60°)] 

1-Lafd0z.f. d[ia sin °+ ib sin (0— 120°)+ ic sin (0 + 120°)] 

+ L fqo ifq[i acos 8 + ib cos (0 —120°) + is cos (0 + 120°)]1 . (A.4) 

In the torque equation derived from the power equation, Eq. (2.25), the torque is 

expressed as a function of the flux linkages and currents. To compare the torque 

expressions of Eqs. (2.25) and (A.4), the expression on the right hand side of Eq. (2.25) 

has to be rewritten as a function of the inductances and currents. This can be done as 

follows: 

3
Te=-212p(iqVd— dVq) 

3 = 
2 P 

3 
= —

2
nP 

• - T- 0 — 

iq 1 0 _ V 

a 
T -0 —1 Va 

tb [c]T [c] Vb 

_ic_ 1 0 We 

3 . 
= n [ 2 P a ib is 3.113

o —1 11 Wa 

1 0 —1 Wb 

—1 1 0 We 

= T nPRilf ic)Wa+(ic—ia)16 +(ja—ib)Vci • (A.5) 

Substituting Eqs. (2.1)-(2.14) in Eq. (A.5), the torque expression of Eq. (2.25) can be 

rewritten as follows: 
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Te=np f+Laa2[i2a sin 20 + i2b sin (20 + 120°) + i2c sin (20-120°)] 

—2Laa2[ia ib sin (20 +60°) + ib ic sin (20 — 180°) + ia ic sin (20— 60°)) 

—Lafd0ifd[ia sin 9 + ib sin (0 — 120°) + ic sin (0 + 120°)] 

—Lafgoifq[iacose+ibCos (0 —120°) + ic cos (0 + 120°)]) . (A.6) 

Comparing Eqs. (A.4) and (A.6), it can be found that the two expressions of the 

rque have the same absolute values, but with opposite signs. The difference in the 

igns of these two expressions is due to that their derivations are based on different 

onventions, namely the "motor convention" in the case of Eq. (A.4) and the "generator 

onvention" in the case of Eq. (A.6). 
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B. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE d- AND q-AXIS 
CURRENTS AND TERMINAL VOLTAGES 

OF NONSALIENT-POLE 
ASYNCHRONIZED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 

The d- and q-axis parameters of a nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous 

machine which has symmetric field windings are equal, i.e.: 

Xd=Xq=Xs

Xad=Xaq =Xa

Rid=Rfq=R1

X =X = ffd ffq Xff.

In this case, the phasor representation of this machine (see Section 4.3) will be 

V 

j V 

Vf

- f

—(R+Re) (1—s) • jsXa —(1—s)Xa
—js(Xs+Xe) (Xs+Xe) 

—(1—s) • —(R+Re) (1—s)Xa
(X s+X e) —j s(X s+X e) 

—jsXa

—isxo 

Ri ff s X ff

isxa 

Rf Fj s X ff

Td 

Tq 

fd 

fq 

(B.1) 

The stator currents Td, 7; and field currents /7d and ifq can be solved and expressed 

6,3
in terms of V and Vf as follows: i d = - , = , Tid = T  and /fq = 1 -, where 



A= 

A- = 
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—(R+R e)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)(X+Xe) jsXa —(1—s)Xa - 

—(1—s)(X+Xe) —(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)Xa jsXa 

s IC a Rf-Fj..ffff

JSXa 

✓ (1—s)(X+Xe) jsXa —(1—s)Xa

j V —(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)Xa jsXa

V f Rf-i-jsXff

 -rif —jsxa 

RftiSlYff 

RieFjsXff

= {—(Rf +j sX2i(R +Re)+j s(X +X e)]+ s(1-2s)X2a (Rf +j sXff) 

+j(1—s)(X+Xe)(Rf +jsXff2}17 

+ H1 —s)Xa (X +X e)(R1  + j sXff)—j s(1-2s)Xa3

+jXa (Rf +jsXff)[(R+Re)+js(X+Xe)1}Vf

—(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) V jsXa —(1—s)X a

—(1—s)(X+Xe) jV (1—s)X jsXa
= 

a

jsXa Vf

jV f

Rfi-jsXff

RJ+fsXff

- 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 
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= +j (Rf +jsX.127[(R +Re)+j s(X +Xe)]—j s (1-2s)Xa2 (Rf +jsXff) 

+ (1 — s) (X +X e) (R f + j s V 

+ {—j (1 — s)X a (X +Xe)(121  +j sXff)—s (1 —2s)Xa3

+Xa (Rf +jsXff)[(R+Re)+js(X+Xe)])Vf

LX3 = 

—(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)(X+Xe) V —(1—s)Xa

—(1—s)(X+Xe) —(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) —jV jsXa

f a Vf 

Xa —j171  Rf i-jsXff

= (+j s2(1-2s)Xa3—s (1— s)Xa (X+Xe)(121 +jsXff) 

—jsXa (Rf +jsXff)[(R+Re)+js(X+Xe)]}V 

+ {—s (1-2s)X2a RR + Re) + j s (X +Xe)J—j s (1 — s)(1-2s)X a2(X +Xe) 

+ (1— s)2(X +Xe)2(Rf + sXff)+(Rf +j sXff)[(R+Re)+j s (X +X e)12)171  (B.5) 

(B.4) 

and 

A4 = 

—(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)(X+Xe) jsXa V - 

—(1—s)(X+Xe) —(R+Re)—js(X+Xe) (1—s)Xa —jV 

—isxa Rf i-jsXff Vf

f a —.117f 
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= [ +s2(1-2s)Xa3+js (1— s)X a (X +Xe)(Rf +j sXff) 

—sXa (Rf+ j sXff)[(R +Re)+j s (X +Xe)]}V 

+ s (1 —2s) X2a RR + R e) + j s (X +X e)]— s(1—s)(1 —2s)X2a(X +X e) 

—j(1—s)2(X+Xe)2(Rf +jsXff)—j(Rf +jsXff)[(R+Re)+js(X+Xe)}2}Vf. (B.6) 

Inspecting the equations of Ai, A2, A3 and A4 (Eqs. (B.3)-(B.6)), it can be found that 

A2 = —j Al and A4 =—j A3. Thus, 

7;1=-1i-7-d (B.7) 

T fq = jIfd • (B.8) 

Substituting Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8) in Eq. (3.28), the terminal voltages in the d-q 

frame can be expressed as 

Vt VdE((Re X e)rd 

Vtq irj (Re tiX e) Td - 

Equations (B.9) and (B.10) show that the relationship between Vtd and Vtq is 

Vt4  td• 

(B.9) 

(B.10) 

(B.11) 
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C. TRANSFORMATION OF VARIABLES 
FROM THE a-b-c FRAME TO THE d-q FRAME 

Assuming that an asynchronized synchronous machine is operating at a constant 

slip, its three-phase electrical quantities (a-b-c frame) can be transformed to quantities in 

the d-q frame by using the transformation matrix: 

[C'] = 

2 
—3 cos [(1—s) t+ 00] 
2 . 

[(1—s)t+ 80] 
1 
3

—3 cos [(1 —s) t + 00 — 1201 
2 

— sin [(1—s)t+ 00-1201 
1 

2 
cos [(1 —s) t + 00 +1201 

--j• sin [(1—s) t+ 80+1201 (C.1) 

The d-q frame quantities of three-phase quantities, namely ga, gb and gc, can be obtained 

by the following equation: 

gd ga 
(C.2) 

g0 gc • 

If the three-phase quantities are expressed as follows: 

ga=Gcos(t+(31) 

gb= G cos (t+ (3i — 120°) 

gc =Gcos (31 + 120°) , 

the d-q frame quantities, namely gd, gq and g0, can be obtained as follows: 

gd=Gcos(st--00+(31) 

geGsin(st-00+(31) 

(C.3) 

(C.4) 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

(C.7) 
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go = 0 • (C.8) 

If ha, hb and he are another set of three-phase quantities, which are expressed as 

ha =Hcos (t + f32) (C.9) 

hb= H cos (t +132 — 120°) (C.10) 

hc=H cos (t +(32+ 120°) , (C.11) 

the d-q frame quantities, hd, hq and hp, can be obtained by the similar transformation 

(Eq. (C.2)) and expressed as 

ha=Hcos (s t-90+ 02) (C.12)

hq= H sin (s t— 80 + f32) (C.13) 

ho = 0 . (C.14)

From the equations above, it can be concluded that: 

1. when a set of a-b-c frame quantities is transformed to d-q frame quantities, their 

magnitudes remain the same. 

2. when two related sets of three-phase quantities are transformed to d-q frame 

quantities, the phase shift between these two set quantities (e.g. R1- 02 between ga and 

ha) does not change (e.g. Pi - (32 between gd and hd) 

Similar conclusions could be easily proved for the inverse transformation from the 

d-q frame to the a-b-c frame. 
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D. LOCUS OF THE PHASOR El
AS FUNCTION OF THE SLIP 

In Section 4.3 of Chapter 4, it has been found that the induced electromotive force 

of the nonsalient-pole asynchronized synchronous machines consists of two components: 

El, which is a function of the infinite bus voltage, and E2 , which is a function of the field 

voltage. The expression of E1 is 

sx2
E1= 

a 
V . (D.1) 

(Rf+jsxff)[(R+Re)+j(Xs+Xe)]+sX2a

Choosing V as the reference phasor and neglecting R + R e, the real and imaginary part of 

E1 can be expressed as follows: 

s2x2dxa - (xs +xdxffi 
Real part of El= Eix  V 

[sAa —sXff(Xs+Xe)] 2 + [Rfgs  + Xd] 2

-s X2Rf (Xs  + Xd 
Imaginary part of T'i= Ely - V 

[sx;- sxff(xs+xd]2+ [Rf(xs+xe)]2

From Eqs. (D.2) and (D.3), it can be proved that 

2 — 
Eix+.t i2y=-2rEix, 

where 

x2a 

r- V. 
s+ X 

e)Xff
 — 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 
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Equation (D.3) can be rewritten in the following form: 

(Elx +r)2 = r2 . (D.6) 

If the infinite bus voltage V is assumed constant, it can be found from Eqs. (13.5) and 

(D.6) that the locus of the phasor E1 as a function of the slip s is a circle. The radius of 

this circle is equal to r and its center is located at the point (—r, 0) on the x-axis as shown 

in Fig. D.1. In this figure, the point 0 corresponds to s =0, the point H corresponds to 

s= ±00, the upper half of the circle corresponds to operations with negative slips and the 

lower half of the circle corresponds to operations with positive slips. 

S=0.05 

Figure D.1: Locus of the Phasor El as a Function of the Slip s 
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E. THE MEASUREMENT OF 
THE MICROALTERNATOR PARAMETERS 

The parameters of the microaltemator given by the manufacturer are calculated 

values. For confirmation, all the machine parameters used in the calculations of 

Chapter 5 were measured. 

1. Armature Resistance R and Field Winding Resistances Rfd and 
Rfq 

The armature and the d- and q-axis field winding resistances were determined by the 

Voltage/Current method [47]. The Voltage/Current characteristic curves are shown in 

Figs. E.1-E.5 for the various resistances. 

2. d- and q-Axis Synchronous Reactances Xd and Xq

Both the d- and q-axis open-circuit and short-circuit characteristics of the 

microaltemator were measured. These d- and q-axis characteristic curves are shown in 

Figs. E.6 and E.7 respectively. The unsaturated d- and q-axis synchronous reactances (Xd

and Xq) were determined from these open-circuit and the short-circuit characteristic 

curves [47]. 

3. Stator Leakage Reactance X1

The method developed in Ref. [49] was used to determine the stator leakage 

reactance X1. In this method, the stator leakage reactance could be obtained by iteration 

method from the d-axis open-circuit characteristic and the terminal voltage/armature 

current characteristic with the machine unloaded and unexcited which is shown in 

Fig. E.8. 

The zero-power-factor characteristic of the machine was also measured, which is 
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shown in Fig. E.9 with the open-cicuit characteristic curve. From these curves, Potier 

reactances at different voltages can be determined [47]. 

4. Field Winding Leakage Reactance Xifi 
A three-phase sudden short-circuit test was carried out on the unloaded 

microalternator. The current of the oscillograms of this test is given in Fig. E.10. From 

these oscillograms, the d-axis transient reactance was found as described in Ref. [47]. 

From this d-axis transient reactance, the d-axis synchronous reactance and the stator 

leakage reractance, the field winding leakage reactance Xifi was calculated. 
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Figure E.1: Voltage/Current Relationship of Phase a Resistance 
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Figure E.2: Voltage/Current Relationship of Phase b Resistance 
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Figure E.3: Voltage/Current Relationship of Phase c Resistance 
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Figure E.4: Voltage/Current Relationship of d-Axis Field Winding Resistance 
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Figure E.5: Voltage/Current Relationship of q-Axis Field Winding Resistance 
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Figure E.6: The d-Axis Open-Circuit Characteristic and Short-Circuit 
Characteristic Curves 
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Figure E.7: The q-Axis Open-Circuit Characteristic and Short-Circuit 
Characteristic Curves 
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Figure E.8: Terminal Voltage/Armature Current Characteristic Curve with the 
Machine Unloaded and Unexcited 
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Figure E.9: Determination of the Potier Reactance of the Microalternator 
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Figure E.10: Current Oscillograms of the Three-Phase Sudden Short-Circuit Test 
of the Microaltenator 

Chart sensitivity: Vertical -- 0.505 A/div. for phase currents 
-- 0.38 A/div. for field current 

Horizontal -- 0.01 s/div. 
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